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Abstract 
Schools are criticized for their inability to produce 
self-reliant , flexible students.  Critics blame the schools 
for not encouraging stud�nts to make more decisions , for 
lack of individualized instruction methods , for destructive 
use of competition, and for faulty methods of eval�tion. 
Educators are experimenting in an effort to improve 
learning methods and evaluation procedures .  
Th e  contract plan o f  learning i s  one alternative 
to the daily-recitation plan. Contract learning has been 
vi ewed by many researchers as equal to , and in some oases 
superior to , the daily-recitation method. Tho se who endorse 
reforms in today ' s  schools , such as contract learning, hold 
assumptions about human nature and learning which are similar 
to th e assumptions held by the advocates o f  Progressive 
education. 
f 
The contract plan allows individual differences 
in learning and has the pbtential to develop initiative 
and responsibility for learning on the part of students .  
Also , obj ectives must be clear and grading becomes less 
subj ective with contract learning. Some researchers warn 
that social interaction decreases with the contract plan, 
quantity of work may become a substitute for quality, and 
when used improperl� the contract plan can degenerate into 
a monotonous seri es o f  jobs handed down to the student 
by the teacher. 
t. 
-- --
• ·'� T.nfs�study- was Urldertaken to ·compare the effebts of 
ds!ly��o1tation methods of learning with the contract plan 
of lea�ning•for �fteot§ in t�e �ogn!ti?e and affective 
domain! int it ·h1g'h ''s6ho6:n poetry class.· A .d.on:t'andomized 
oont�l�grefip p�eeest.posttest design �8-employed. The 
investigator developed an attitude sca_le to measure changes 
in the affective domain. The Objective Test, Which cbnsisted 
of identification and analysis of certain elements of poetry, 
and the Subjective Test , Which consisted of descriptive 
writing, constituted the instruments to assess growth in 
the cognitive domain. The experiment lasted seven weeks. 
Analysis of variance was used to analyze all data. 
The results of the attitude scale showed that after seven 
weeks there was no significant difference between the ex­
periment41 group and the control group in attitudes toward 
poetry and creative writing. On the Objective Test, both 
groups made significant increases in learning,and there 
were no significant differences between the two groups. 
There was a trend Which favored the contract group in gains 
made on the Objective Test. This trend was not statistically 
significant. On the ·subjective Test, there was a significant 
difference between the two groups. The control group made 
more gains in the use of imagery than did the contract 
group. There was a strong probability that this difference 
could be attributed to the difference in treatments. But 
thi s  difference was not statistically signi ficant at the 
.05 level. 
In thi s  study , the contract plan was equal to the 
daily-recitation plan in affecting growth in attitudes 
and knowledge in a high school po etry class. 
·• 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Whatever rbetoric they may subscribe 
to, most schools in practice define edu­
catloft as soaethins teachers do to or for 
students, not seaethins students do to and 
for themselves, with a teaoher•s assis­
tance. 
ihe result 1s to destroy stlldents• 
cur1os1ty along with tbe1r abil1t7•• more 
serious, thfir desire, to tb1nk or act for theaselves. 
In this quote trea his formidable book !£! .Q.! 
Classrooa, Olarles Silber.an swas up one of the strongest 
criticisms level� against Aaerioan schools today. Instead 
ot developing aature, self-reliant, self-motivated indi­
viduals, most schools appear to foster docile, 4epend�nt 
people, incapable of thinking for themse1Yea.2•'•4•S,6 
1atarles E. Silberman, in the (lfew 
York: Bandoa House; 1970), pp. , · 
2Jobn Lobo, (Colwabus,Ohio: Charles 
Kez:rill Publlshiq. ,mpany, , pp. 8-14. 
3silberaan, pp. 134-S, '36. 
4willi- P. P'pper, 1!le {New York: 
Harper and Bow, Publ1sbers:-1JfJT, pp. • 
SNell Postman and Charles Weingartner, as a 
Te (He...- York a Dell Pu.blillhiag -
Pe e 
6Phlllp w. Jackson, L1fe 1n {!lew York a Holt, 
Rlnehart, and Winston, I.no::-19b'8 pp. 
1 
. i 
I 
Crisis 
Crisis Clasa;roo• ij~o;-
~ Tpchera r;11 197 
SUbversl .Aot1v1tz 1969). 47 I 
Self-Managed Chlld 
166-B 
Clasarooaa 
Teaahlng 
Company.° 
,. 26-37. 
2 
Some, critics claim that the schools do not give studeQts 
the neoessar;r skills to live in a world that is constantly 
changins With eve�increaaias speed. 'lhe schools, they sa7, 
tail to teach the p;r:oceas involved to become a thinking 
person capable ot 4eallng with to4&71s problus w1tb concern, 
tle:z:ibilit7, or .wifd,oa. 7, B, 9· 10 Schools are e:z:peoted to 
produce JOUDS people �o function as creative an4 p�ductive 
iadiTiduals. A sense or personal worth is a neces-.r7 pre­
req,u1si te tor a pe:rso11 to care about his f'llture ud teel he 
can solve "'problema 'lbieh tace hia and h1s tellow Jl&ll,11•12•1' 
Bather, critics -��ta1n, the student eaersea troa our schools 
aa a narrow, statiQ ��t�esible 1D4ividual. Soae er1tios 
point to the· bish drop-out rate, .increasing need tor P•7-
ohiatrio help (school probl•s stated as the nwaber one 
?Leabo, p. "'· 
8Howard nrschenbaua, Sid.ne7 S1aon, and Bodne7 Iapier, 
(lfew Yorks Hart Publillblng Coapan7, 1971 >. 
PP. 
9postaan, pp. 19, 39. 
10Vill1aa Gla8ser, SChools Failure (New Yorke 
Harper and Row, Pll'blishera, • p. 
11carl a. Bosera, to (Coluabua, <:h1os 
Charles lerr111 Publish • p. 288. 
12Glasaer, pp. 16-24. 
13silberaan, pp. 114-S. 
--� 
Wad-Ja-Git~ 
-!98-0. 
Without 
--1-9-1,9) 4,,4-. -
tteedom ~ lng Compan7-;-I"9li9) 
reason tor adolesc�ts), increasing alienation as witnessed 
by the iacreased -qse ot illicit drugs, risins rate of sui­
cide a.oag obil4J-en, and the poorl;r prepared ••sucoeesltll" 
students as eT14ence.that schools are not tunctionins as 
tbe7 abou14. 14,15,�6 Certa1nl;r there are aaD7 rea89ns tor 
these failures, in,�udins out-of-school. taall;r and eocial 
conditions. But .that does n.ot relie'Ye the school troa a 
respons1bil1t7 to proY14e optlaum learning oondlt1on• 
within the classreoa. 
To support th•lr clala that schools are r•iss ln 
encourasins selt-rol1ance, selt-aGtiTat1on, and aaturit7, 
critics point to t�ur sebool.pract1oes and policies which 
t 
do 11 ttle .to preTeat the ctudent troa teel1q wo�hless 
an4 Ulliaportant. 
!be first suoJ:l pqllcy ooaes t:roa the assuaptiol;l that 
students are DOt to l:;»e trusted to ll&ke decisions about aost 
ot their tlae at school. �. �esultlag practice is �hat 
ad"ults make aost.decisions tor students, social as well as 
acadea1c. Rules coYer �· most ainate aspects ot students• 
14Leabo', pp. 2-6. 
15;epper, pp. 12)-4. 
16Glasser, p. -3� 
J 
4 
social behavior d�iDS the school day. 17,18, 19 fbis same 
assujptlon pervadee. the acad�aic sphere. Barel7 is a 
student allowed to. P.-.raue goals llhich are aeaaiqtul to him. 
lfost educators asaue . that the a4ult ltDOWB What is best and 
Prequeat17 students • coocerna 
' 
8114 val••• are isnoref. -Bare is the school Where lftudenta ..... . 
caa talk benestl7 about tbelr observations ot lite end inter­
pret the aeanlas ot lit• tor tbeaaelves.�Oe21,22123 A set 
curricular progr.aa ,whieb allows students no part1c1pat1oa 
in the plarmlng, no ,eJaoioe• and little opportuitJ' � .aodlt7 
lt doea little to eDhanee selt-eeaoept aad lear.a1ag,24 In­
stead ot enoovagins 11twlents to thlnlt cr1 t1cal11', students 
spad aost ot their tiae s1tt1Dg ancl 11sten.1Bg to �· 1i•cher.2S 
17 Silberman, pp. .�22-141. 
18 Jackson, pp •. 11�19. 
19pepper, pp • .. U8-2.S. 
20s11�er.maa, p. 336. 
21 Jackson, pp. 33. 
22Leabo; p. 1,.. 
23Glasser, pp. 36-38. 
24z»orr1a Ma7 Lee, "Teaoh1ne; and. Bt'aluatiGn, • in 
aa ard Pred 'r. W1lhelaa, M1tor 
D.c.: or SUpervision and 0\lrrioulwa Development, 
1967 ) . p. 82. 
2SPostun, : p. 19. 
llbat la lllpe:rtant to 1eam. 
32-
feedback G,d•, 
liaociatTon 
stlon (Wash n, 
5 
'!be sucoeastul sttldeat .-oon learns that he will be re..-arded 
tor r•ea�erlng, not questioning. '!he issue ot learniag 
� 
and true iaqu1rJ' i• oonupteda the t..oher has decided 11bat 
is iaportant to 1�.. Recall 1s considered ·b7 a&llJ· t8$ckers 
the h1shest fora et intellectual achieveatnt in the. class­
rooa.2' Problems. fUeh .-,a povert7, alienation, despair. drug 
abuse, sulc1de, ancJ �:r.. are not placed wi th1n the context 
ot aost classrooma127 A situation where adults regplate a 
st11dent • s 1110c1a1 'behavior and do not allow hilt freedom � 
pursue acadealo go�s 11h1oh are meaningful to h1a runs , 
counter to the soals .ot aelt•relianoe, aelt-4irect1on, •Dd 
a teellng or per110aal· worth. 28 
J.r1other asnaption. 'llhicll operates in UDJ sobool• 1s 
that there is. a. slql• .. process llbloh is appropriate tor 
' 
all l.arners. IDs$� of taking individual 4itterenQes 
1nto account, aohOf:J.· pftraoanel set up situations 'llbere 
learners ot a particular age are guided throUSb the. same 
content at t!le saae t1ae in the saae way. 29 In aany oases, 
independent atud7• . -se!t�selected. s�ups, 8!14 stud.ent-as­
teabher -.y be mer• appropriate and e�teet1ve means of 
26postaan, p. 20. 
27tembo, .pp. ��-2). 
28Bogers, p. �')· 
29Leabo, pp. �1-12. 
6 > 
teaching if one real.l� Talues lndl vldualized. learalag coJtdi­
tions aD4 reoosn1z,a that the same process or learnlq U7 
not be appropriate tor ever;rone at tbe aaae t1ae.30,)1 
.Another scbool P1:8Ptiee that runs counter to a healthy 
learn1ns envlrou-�,,,,, one closely related to Aaer�04Ul 
econeaic and pol1 t1oaJ.. phlloso)ily • naael7 • ooapetl t���· 
Schools are lmd.e:r. pressure to 1aproTe tbe1r •product• each 
year. J1aa7 eduoa�J'•. qsue that ncb coapet1t1on 1s des,irable 
to prepare students t9r later lite. SChool personnel t•r 
that lt the7 4oa•thb9ld coapet1t1on tor grades oYer st�ents• 
head.s, students wt�l ··lose .their activation to leara,32,)) 
J1an7 tnl that students 111 1 work harder &l1d learn better 
to obtain hisber <8�.�' 11hen competition tor grades le 
stitr.3ll: 
I!'ducators ort,n t�11 to Mke the distinction between 
•mot! vatlDa a atlldg� .. W coaplete tasks and achieTe ,. soal.s 
appropriate tor hi•� and aot1 vatlng a student to succeed. in 
relation to other •t�ents. n3S !&D7 edu�tors !snore 
JOstlber.man, pp. )22-366. 
31teabo, pp. 11-12. 
32Bogers, p. 206. 
Jlalasser, pp: 65. 95. 
l4Eugene Ala:uder, •The Harking Byat• and Poor Achieve­
ment, • Dle s- 1964,. )6: 110-11) • 
.lSLembo', P• 32• 
College Jo!Jll!l, 
7 
research Wbioh indicates that peop1e genera117 avoid 
situations they be1ieve will result in failure or dissatis­
taetion. It a person feels he has a fair chance, competi­
tion can be motivating. It he does not be1ieve his cha ces 
are fair·, competition threatens him • .36,J7 
Sou recent .studies support th.e .idea that tai1ure and 
bad grades do -.ore harm than good, contrary to the belief's 
of many educators. In 1954 Bonia Os1er experimented with 
three groups of students in an arithmetic cl&ss. ihe stu­
dents were matched tor abilit7; age, and arithmetic scores. 
At random one group of' students was told its scores were 
among the lowest ten per cent on an ari�etic test. Another 
group was told its scores were the highest on the test, and 
the last group was not given any information on its stancfling. 
T.hen another arithmeti� test was $dain1stered. The tai1ure 
group pertol'lled significantly worse than the other two groups. 
Osler concluded that it was not actua1 failure that 1ed to 
poor achievement but the feeling of tai1ure on the part of 
the individual. Since the individual perceived h1mse1f as 
a failure, he functioned aceordingly • .38 
.36Lembo, pp. 11-12 • 
.37 Arthur Combs, Donald Avila, and William Parkey, 
: Basic tor .!!..!. �­
pp. o • 
.38aonia Osler; "Intellectual Performance as a Function 
of Two Types of Psychologlcal Stress," Journal of 
1954, p. 115. 
--
Helping Be1at1onsh:its Concepts 
resslons (Bostonsl;yn aiia Ba.con, 197!1'7 
Psychology, 
Help1r6 109-1 
Experimental 
8 
In 1949 I. L. Q\lld and Whiting concluded that per­
eel ved failure does aot operate as a stim.ulus to h·lgher 
aohineaent nt rather. leads to withdrawal trom a goal 
llhloh la turn leads to .JaOre failure. Frequentl7 1n class­
rooms the student who needs enoourageaent the 110st ls the 
one experiencing failure through grades• as .a result of 
competl tton. ihese researchers are not opposed to ooca-
I 
slonal failure, but the7 suggest that a destructive. o7cle 
operates tn to.o •n7 schools. 39 
In 1962 Beeman Phillips conducted an experiaent llh.ioh 
supported the contentions of <2lil4 and. Whi tins• Ph1U1ps 
iaposed an anxiet7 producing situation on both middle 
ability an4 high abili t;r students. Both .groups reapeaded 
to the stress. btt  they handled their aaxietiea 1n different 
•ys. .Anxiety lowered the grades of the a1ddle ab111 ty 
studentsa on the other hand, the .grades ef the high ability 
students actually increased.. 1hose students 'llho were more 
capable were a'ble to react ln a JBOre oonstruetlve fashion 
to stress llhlle those who were less capable lacked the 
ab111t7 to hand�e anxiet7 constructively. !bose who perhaps 
need success the most are least able to aohle'Ye 1 t in a 
highl7 co.11pet1 t1 ve s7stu. Phillips • research seems to 
39I. L. Child. ancl Whiting. •Determ1n&Ats of Level ot 
Aspiration: Evidence troa Eve:r74&7 Llfe," 2t 
1949. 44:)0)-)14. Psycholqp;. 
Journal Abnorp.1 
support the notidn that our present system ot competition 
does little to help those students wbo need help the most. 40 
In 195) M. Aborn tound that llhen individuals tind 
themselves in a situation that they perceive as threatening 
to thea, theJ' Will reaeaber less 1 atoraat1 on than the;r will 
it the threatening condi tlon ls reJDOved. 'Dlls e:z:perl:atent 
seas to support the notion that grades, it perceived as 
threatening to a student, -.uld hamper retention. 41 
Research b7 Eugene Alexander indicates tha� tailure and 
lew urks are not B'l•;rs a goad to th• student te do better 
but rather that ta1lure is in ltselt -ha:ratul to a child 
. .  
because it prevents bla h'oa_ perceivins his true streastbs 
aD4 abilities. 42 OOabs aad Rogers concur that failure can 
4auge a persen • s selt-coAcept and iapair learaing. 4), 44 
Competition 1s ver,v closely aligned to evaluation, 
another practice which attracts controversy and criticism. 
'lhe basic cri tlcid.s ot the evaluation process in education 
40Beeman Phillips, nsex, Social Class and Anxiety as 
SOurces et Variation 1a School Anxiet7," 2! 
tlonal 1962, 53: )16-)22. 
41m. Aborn, "'lhe Influence ot Experimentally Induced 
Failure on the Retention ot Material Acquired through Set 
and Instrumental Learnlns." 21 
1953, 45: 223-231. · 
42Alemlldere p. 110. 
43eoabs, p. 150. 
44aogers• p. 161. 
• •  1 
Journal Bines-
----- Pszebo1ogy, 
cbclogz, 
Journal El:pe:rJ.m.ental P&Y• 
10 
can be summarized as follows : 
( 1 ) The evaluation in most schools does not include 
self-evaluation. 
( 2 ) The atmosphere created by the present evaluative 
process i s  threatening and not supportive to students .  
( .3 ) The present manner of grading oan and 4oes destroy 
self-image for many students ; it  concentrates too much on 
failure. 
(4 ) Evaluation is not used for feedback out is a 
terminal, dead-end step.  
(5 )  Grades cannot really carry out the many functions 
they are suppased to perform. One numerical or letter grade 
cannot give needed information about a student ' s  achievements 
and difficulties, as well as his level of accomplishment in 
relation to his abilities or in relation to others. 
(6 ) Grades have become a substitute for learning. 
(7 ) Students misinterpret grades: grades have become 
equivalents for self-worth . 
( 8 ) The evaluation process encourages cheating. 
( 9 )  Using the midpoint as the acceptable standard pre­
vents those with belpw average ability and motivation from 
experienci�g success . 
( 10 ) Grades encourage academi c conformity and di scourage 
critical thinking. 45 , 46 , 47, 48 , 49, 50 , 51 , 52 , 5.3 
45silberman, pp. 347-48 ,  357. 
11 
Critics claim that school practices have the potential 
to discourage initiative, restrict responsiveness to issues, 
and destroy self-confidence. The student can readily con­
clude, consciously or unconsciously, that his concerns are 
not important. Someone else will decide for him what he 
will learn, when he will learn it, and how adequate his 
learning is. Under such a system, he is not encouraged to 
confront or define himself, the central task of adolescence, 
according to Edgar Friedenberg. 
Adolescence is the period during which a 
young person learns who he is, and what 
he really feels. It is the time during 
which he differentiates himself from his
4 culture, though on the culture's terms.5 
46Fred T� Wilhelms, "Evaluation as Feedback," in Evalua­
tion as Feedback and Guide, Fr ed T. Wilhelms, Mitor 
for Supervision and CUrriculum 
Development, 1967), pp. 4-5, 10-17. 
47Kirsohenbaum, pp. 214, 251-289. 
48Jackson, pp. 19-27 
49alasser, p. 59. 
50R. N. Bostrom, J. W. Vlandis, and M. E. Rosenbaum, 
"Grades as Reinforcing Contingencies and Attitude Change," 
Journal 2! Educational 1961, 52: 112-115 • 
.• 
51eombs, p. 116. 
and CUrrent Trends in School 
Policies School 
Re!itions Association, 1972), p. 23. 
5Jwilliam Wrinkle, and �­
tices (New York :Rinehart · 7J.pp. 
54DeFiill
gar 
b
Fr
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e
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nberg, I!1! (New 
Pu ng Company, 9 , p. • 
1.ngton, D.C.: Aasoolation 
~~~~~ Psychilogy~ 
52Grad1ng Re:22rtigg: 
and Programs~Arl~ngton, V1rg1n1a: National 
""'Pu_b ... 1'""'1-c-
(Wash-
lmFrov1ng Mark1gf ana Company, i Report1r. j6-4. 
York: 
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Friedenberg believes that a person develops a sense of 
self through conflict and confrontation with hi s culture. 
This tension permits a sense of indivi duality. Fr•edenberg 
suggests that the institutions of our society, in6luding 
schools, place too much emphasis on cooperation and group 
adjustment. He feels that the school's reco rd in contri­
buting to a clarification ot the meaning of life for the 
adolescent i s  poor. 55 
Those who would reform today' s schools hold assump.. 
tiona about learning and human nature which are different 
from the assumptions implicit in the practices discussed 
above. These assumptions of today' s reformers might be 
summarized as follows : 
(1 ) lluman beings have a natural potential! ty for 
leaming. 
(2) A person can and will learn without fear or 
punishment as the chi ef motivators. 
(J ) With reasonable support, a learner is able to 
evaluate his prog�ess and thereby develop independence, 
creativity, and self-reliance. 
(4 ) A person will pursue goals if they are his own. 
(5 ) Participative learning 1s far more effective 
than pass! ve learning. 
55Fr1edenberg, p. 105. 
·� 
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(6) Skills may be developed in a variety of ways, 
and educators must be willing to accept more vehicles for 
gaining competencies, including those vehicles chosen 
by the learner. 
(7) The most socially useful learning in the modern 
world is learning how to learn. 
(8) Different rates of learning must be considered 
aoceptable.S6,57,58,59,60,61,62 
As discussed earli�r, the daily-recitation method 
of learning whereby students are evaluated on the basis 
of achievement tests is one of the areas criticized by 
those who advocate changes in today's schools. Con­
sequently, educators are experimenting with grading 
methods. Kirschenbaum, Rapier, and Simon, -strong critics 
of present grading methods, have listed alternatives to 
S6Bogers, pp. 157-64, 200-201, 208. 
57pepper, pp. 122, 143, 151. 
58eombs, pp. 93-96, 259. 
59silberman, pp. 138-39, 209-11, 217-18, 232, 238-39. 
6oGlasser, pp. 22, 49. 
61Lembo, pp. 42-53. 
62nodney Clark and Walcott Beat)y, "Learning and 
Evaluation," Evaluation as Feedback and Guide, Fred Wilhe1ms, 
Editor (Washington, and 
CUrriculum Development, 1967), pp. 66-67. 
n.c.-;-Associatiorlfor Supervision 
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traditional grading methods.63 �ese alternatives are: 
(1 ) enluations. '!he teachers use all the 
to evaluate theSiudents' 
work. 'lhese evaluations are periodically sent to 
parents, kept on tlle fn the school and eventually 
sent to colleges and employers. 
(2) 1he student evaluates his own 
progress. er ln wrl tlng or in a ooaference 
wlth the teacher. 
()) Give don't tell the students. Stu­
are not 
told-, 'flhat their grades are. 
(4) �. contract, s7stem means 
s ent does a certain type, quantity, 
aDd <t i4eall,-.�'quali t7 ot· work1 �he�« .. wlll automatically 
neelve··-a glven grade. 
(,S) (P/F) . At· tbe"'beginn1ng of the 
er states·h1s e�iterla tor a 
passing.! �rade· or else the teackel'>;and students 
tosethe:r decide on the crl terla for a passing 
grade. AnJ student who ae$ts these criteria 
passes t ·� student llho doear-··notuaeet these cri­
teria ralls.·· Students have· the.� opportUl'11 t7 to 
�tedo..,tatlt:m.g work to br1ns•�1thup-t-to passing 
quality; · 
(6) ·Credit (CB/!iC}. ·ntis·· slfstea works 
-.me •7 as pass/tall grading, 
except.- the' two· categories are-- ncredl t" and "no 
cred:it.� 
(7) 1he teacher &mlGunces at the 
e year that ar17one.ln·the class 
'llbo does the required amount ot�,.wrk .1f111 receive 
a blanket grade. Usually the grade ls a B. 
These·a+ter:native& to tradtttonal grading methods 
6J.Klrscnenbaum, pp. 292-JO?. 
Written letters _o_f_t_h_e_a_i_pi ... abet 
gades but 
aiiiis"receITe gri!--e-s-a..--U.uai-. ·'but tliey 
Pass/~ gradi~ 
coursi;-°fh e tea 
Cl"ed1 t/No-
precl me!i' --th-e--
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need to be tested and refined turther before any con­
clusive stateaeats can be made concerning their effective-
ness. 
STATBPIBN'l' OF THE PROBLEI'I 
'lbe problem of th1s study was to compare the effects 
ot the contract plan o:f evaluation and a traditional type 
ot evaluation, :for Changes in the cognitive and affective 
domains during a seven week period o:f a high school English 
program. Students in both classes studied certain elements 
ot poetry and creative writing. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Controversy surrounds present day experiments in 
education. People have deep disagreements about the 
conditions uDder WhiCh learning should take place. Many 
:feel studeftts will not learn in an atmosphere which allows 
the students to choose their activities. Schools, they 
say·, should 110t encourage such an atmosphere o:f permissive­
ness. Many educators hav_e tears ot informal education. 
1hese :fears can be traced, perhaps, to the :failures of 
Progressive education in the 1920's and )O's in this 
country. More scientific studies need to be conducted to 
determine the effects o:f alternative methods o:f learning 
and evaluative methods. 
I. 
. 
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Research concerning the contract plan of evaluation 
is inadequate. There is a significant lack of research in 
Which experimental research designs have been used to com­
pare the results of the contract plan of evaluation and a 
·traditional grading method for effects on students• 
attitudes and knowledge. 
It was anticipated that this study would ( 1 ) produce 
scientific findings, based on an experimental research 
design, (2 ) provide a basis for further research in this 
area, and ( 3 ) yield findings Which would give direction 
to others Who wish to experiment with the contract plan 
of evaluation. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
A contract is an agreement between the student and 
the instructor, defining a. set of objectives that the 
student will complete for grading purposes. 
The contract 2! evaluation is a means of evalua­
ting students. If the student satisfactorily completes 
the objectives of his contract, then he will receive the 
grade for which he contracted. This investigator will 
determine grade criteria and acceptability of completed 
work. 
---- pl.an 
1 7 
'!be W,! 2.t is a method ot 
evaluating students on the achievement shown on test 
scores. This investigator will develop all tests used to 
determine grades. !his investigator will be tbe sole 
evaluator ot those tests. 
DELIMITATIONS OF THE STtJDY 
1 .  Dlirty-n1ne students attending Holley .High School. 
Holley;· New York. served as subJects tor this experi­
ment. Holley could be described as a small middle­
class rural coiiJB'Wlity. The population ot the village 
ot Holley is approximately 2, 000. ihe high school 
population (grades nine through twelve) consists of 
approximately 45 8 students. 
2. Host ot the students participating in this experiment 
were sophomores. 
). In both classes. students were beterogenously grottped. 
Both Regents and non-Regents students were enrolled 
in both classes··; in approximately equal proportions. 
Period ODe contained titteen Regents students and six 
non-Regents students. Period TWo contained twelve 
Regents students and six non-Regents students. 
4. Both classes met in the s&llle reom each morning. Period 
One met from 7150 A. m. until 8:35A. m. Period Two met 
from 8:40 A .M. until 9:25 A .M. 
• 
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s. 'lhe experiment lasted approximately seven weeks; begin­
ning J.pril 21", 1975• and ending June 6", 1975. 
6. All students in this exper1Jilent were instructed. by this 
investigator; 
1. Each class was exposed to the sue texts, lectures·; 
discussion topics, and audio-visual presentations. 
a. '!be students using the contract method ot evaluation had 
to make more choices about their learning. '!bey had te 
4ec1de which grade tbe7 4es1re4 to earn. '!bey had op­
tions under each grade; some activities were completely 
open and unstructurect. In other words, the student had 
to filld his Olm material tor such an activity. Other 
activities were completely structured. 
9. Students in the contract group were more tree�to move 
around the room and consult classmates·, the teacher', and 
other reference materials. Students in the contract 
group were not told the,- had to 110rk on their contract 
during class time. Hewever;· they were instructed that 
if the7 wished not to work on their contract activities, 
the7 could not disturb other students llho wished to 
pursue their own contract aeti vi ties. 
10. Reference materials were limited. Therefore the contract 
students were ttyen a brief written introduction to each 
unit of study. '!be traditiortal group was given the same 
introduction, 'but orally instead ot in writing. 
,. 
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11. The students using the contract methoc! of evaluation 
were given approximately sixty per cent more tree 
time to work on projects &Bd tasks of their choice. 
12. '!he students using the contract method ot evaluation 
were t1ven the option to re-take tests it ·they did not 
achieve their goal; the students using the traditional 
method of evaluation were not allowed to re-take tests. 
1). '!he attitude survey used to aeasure attitude to•rd 
poe.tey and creative writing •s developed b7 this 
iavestigator. ' 
14. Jllost test i te.tlls to measure cogn1 ti ve growth were deve:t� 
oped by this instructor; some were borrowed w1 th per­
mission fro• Ginn and Compaay. 
BABIC ASSUMPTIONS 
In this studJ there were two basic assumptioas: 
1. 'Dle attitude nale developed by this investigator 1s 
a valid indicator ot attitude to-.rci poetry and creative 
writing. 
2. Testa tor cognitive development, developed by this 
investigator with Ute help of some materials borrowed 
trom Ginn and Co.11pany • are valid indicators of know­
ledge or certain elements ot poetry and creative wr1 t1ng. 
20 
HYPOTHESES 
(1) The two methods of evaluating students studying 
poetry and creative writing will yield no significant 
difference 1n the amount of knowledge acquired. 
( 2 ) The two methods of evaluating students studying 
poetry and creative writing will yield no significant 
difference in student attitudes toward poetry and creative 
writing. 
SUMMARY 
Schools are criticized for their inability to produce 
self-reliant, flexible students with the necessary self­
confidence and Skills for today's problems. Critics attack 
the schools for not allowing students to make decisions, for 
lack of individualized instruction methods, for destructive 
use of competition·, and for faulty methods ofe.aluation. 
Educators are experimenting with alternatives to daily­
recitat10h metnods whereby students are evaluated on the 
basis of achievement test scores. The contract method of 
evaluation whereby the student contracts for the grade 
he desires to -earn is one alternative to the daily­
recitation method. This study was undertaken to compare 
the effects of daily-recitation methods of learning with 
the contract plan of learning for effects in the cognitive 
and affective domains in a high school poetry class. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF BELATED LITEBATURE 
Since many of the assumptions about learning under 
a contract plan are similar to the assWBpt1ons underlying 
Progress! ve education, 1 t was decided to review briefly 
the history of that movement• as well as some reasons for 
its demise. The review ot related literature was divided 
into two categories: (1 ) a brief' review of the history of 
Progressive education and (2) a review of 11tera't't'lre and 
and studies completed which relate to the contract plan 
of evaluation. 
Arpund the turn of the last century in the Un1 ted 
States, a desire to redirect the education process was 
starting. In tJte 1 890's the schools were in a depressing 
state. Skyrocketing enrollments brought overcrowed 
conditions; 1 t was not uncommon to find a class size of 
more than sixty students per teacher. Bote efficiency 
reigned supreme. As school budgets mounted� politicians 
recognized a lucrative source of' extra income and corruP­
tion increased. Meanwhile the influence of' such European 
reformers as Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel, and Bousseau 
was beginning to spread. As more and more children were 
21 
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entering public school, educators in this country were 
beginning to recognize the problems et educating the 
gifted and those with special disabilities. This prompted 
qu6stions about educating the mediocre student as well. 
Therefore it seems understandable that the stage was 
set tor a reform movement such as Progressive education.1,2 
An edueator nailed Colenel Francis Parker is etten 
considered the father of Progressive education. Parker 
developed the so-called "Quincy Systea11 in QUincy, 
Massachusetts, iD an af)tempt to give America better 
J, 
eleme�tary schools. Parker believed that education Sbould .. . ... .., 
center around the child and that the teacher should cor-
relate the subjects ot the curriculua in such a way as . 
to sake them meaningful 'for the learne�;t),4,5 Colonel 
Parker believed that subjects were 11not ends in them­
selves, that they merely existed to promote the develop­
ment of each ch-ild . .. 6 Parker recognized the importance 
1william M. French, America• s Tradition 
(Bostona D.c. Heath and Company, p. 
2:s:. G. Good, A second 
ed1 tion (New York: P• 
Jcarroll Atkinson and Eugene Moleska, 'lhe· ot 
Educat second edition (Philadelphia: 
9 ·; p. so. 
�ench·, p. 1 )7. 
Saood, pp. 22e-21. 
6Atkinson, p. so. 
1, 
__ ,_.. __ _,.Educational--------1964), ij6. 
_ H1storz: 2! Aaer1oan Education, 
MaCJ1I'Ilan ~mpany. i 95'2), 391. 
i' 65) &on, <ltI'Ito~~k'i; 
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ot int ernal mot ivation. Children should enter in to 
activities because they w.anted to , not because ot 
external rewards such as grades and awards, according 
to Parker.? 
'lhese ideas were revolutionary. Many people began 
to raise their voices in critici sm ,  claiming that this 
sy stem was in effective tor teaching the three a• s. So 
many criticiaa s  were ra ised that th e  Massachusetts State 
Bpard ot Edu cation conduct ed an examination in old-type 
subject matter. Parker was vindicat ed.  Quin cy children 
surpa ssed those in other citi es educated in the tradi­
tional manner.S 
In 1901 Parker becam e the first head ot a school of 
education at the University ot Chicago. In 1896 at that 
same in stitution Dr. and Mrs. John Dewey had. previously 
establi shed a "laboratory School ." When Parker died in 
1 902 , Dewey succeed ed him as head ot the school o f  educa­
tion. '!he "laboratory School" endured a total of seven 
and a half y ears , closing in 1 904 after an argument 
between the president of the univ ersity and D ewey.9 , 10 
?Atkinson , p. 80. 
8Ib1d -· 
9Frenoh , p. 137. 
10Atk1nson , pp. 80-81 . 
f 
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At Dewey ' s  Laboratory S chool primary e mphasis was 
on pupil a ctivity rather t han passivity. 11  Dewey was 
very influential in advan ci ng the ideas of Progressive 
edu cati on, whi ch were considered a sho ck t o  most s bhoolmen 
of the day .1 2 Basi cally the princip les of the Progressive 
edu cati on move ment were : 
(1 ) In divi dual differen ces �ng childre R must be 
re cogni ze d. 
(2) We learn best by doing and by having a vital 
interest in what we are doing. 
(J ) Edu cation is  a conti nuous re construction of 
living e xperien ce that goes beyond the classroom. 
(4) The classroom shou ld be a la boratory tor 
de mo cra cy. 
(5 ) Social goals,  as well as intelle ctua l goals,  
are important . 
(6 ) A child must be taught to thi nk critically 
rather t han to a ccept bli ndly. 1J, 1 4 
It was aro und 1910 that Dewey • s ideas began to spread. 
Cont inuous controversy raged .as p eople debated whether 
stu dents coul d learn un der such freedom. Pr ogress ives were 
11 F.rench ,  p.  1 37. 
12 8 At kinson, p. 1. 
1JFrench ,  p. 137. 
14Goo d, pp. 364-65, J 94. 
f 
I. 
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opt1m1st1o 1n their view of human nature. They believed 
the child could and would learn without an atmosphere of 
punishment and threat ot failure. Parents were concerned 
that Progress! ve education m1gh t hurt their children 1 s 
chances to attend the college ot their cho1ce.1S 
To answer the growing quest1oas. the Progress! ve 
�ucat1on Association undertook the E1ght-Year study 
(1933-41). A large number ot colleges agreed to waive 
the ordlnarr requirements for college entrance tor students 
participating in the experimental Progressive schools. 
'Dle study 110uld try to determine Whether or not a student 
froa a Progress! ve school could succeed 1n college as 
well as those students troa an orcl1nar)' high school. In 
the evaluation the Progressive students were paired with 
students from traditional schools. The results favored 
the exper1meatal schools, �ose students earned a slightly 
higher total average ot grades. although not s1gn1f1cantl7 
different. The students ot the Progressive schools 
showed a higher degree ot intellectual curiosity. were 
more precise and objective 1n their thinking, and were .more 
resourceful 1n meeting new s1tuat1ons. 16 There were 
15Good, p. 394. 
16Atk1nsoa. p. 82. 
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criticisms ot the stu dy. Questions were rais ed  about how 
t he mat ching was done. Participating schools were not 
equa lly Progressive. No ch e ck was ma de ot the metho ds 
in the tra ditiona l sch ools. 1 7 Neverthe less both groups 
di d well in co llege. 
It such a syst em ot educati on was fi ndi ng  s uccess 
with its refo rms a nd- maki ng scho ol a more hwaane p la ce 
tor stu dents, what happene d to these refo rms ? Why di d 
Progressive e du cat ion die out ? Tbe reasons are many and 
comp le x. As Progressive e ducati on s prea d, it too k many 
new and various fo rms. In some cases , freedo m ot choi ce 
was carried to e xtremes,  raising p rotests fro m Dewey 
hi msel f' . 18 In other cases th .e approach was vulga rize d 
be yfnd re cognition. 1 9 Conse rvatives charged the Pro ­
gressi ves w ith co ddling stu dents an d allowing the a  too 
much free do m. 'lhey point ed t o  the lac k  of' discipline and 
bad manners among chil dren t raine d in Progressive schools. 
Intellectual f la bbiness at s ome Progressive scho ols 
encourage d  criti cs to p »ess for a return to dis cipline , 
systemati c wor k, an d the ma�tery of the t und amentals . 20 
Some conservatives even tried to li nk Progressive e duca �1on 
17 aoo d, p • .395. 
1 8aoo d, p .  .394. 
1 9Charles Sil berman, Crisis in the Classroom (New 
Yor k: Ran do m House, 1 970 ) ,  p. 
20At kinson, p. 84. 
28J:- -
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and juvenile delinquency. Another fear on the part of 
the conservatives was that Progressive children would 
come to rej ect the hard-won principles of government 
and ethics. 21 The conservatives saw the schools • major 
role as that of transmitting the Ameri can heritage. 22 , 23 
Another reason why Progressive education tailed in 
the early part of thi s  century was, according to Silberman, 
the fact that this reform movement was initiated in great 
part by university scholars who had limited contact wi th 
teachers and students.  On the other hand, in  England, 
the reform movement to informal education was initiated 
over a longer perio d  of time and by teachers themselves 
who saw a need to make education more learner centered. 24 
Although the Progressive education movement initiated 
by Parker snd Dewey i s  no longer extant, its influence i s  
felt today. Many goo d  ideas resulted from thi s  movement. 
Educators were forced to consider basic principles of 
learning. Many of the same issues face us today. We 
must  decide whether or not we believe that students can 
and will learn in an atmosphere that removes to a great 
extent the threat of failure and allows freedo m  of 
21Goo d, p. 39.5. 
22Atkinso n, p. 8.5. 
23w111iam F. Pepper, The Child (New 
York : Harper and Row, 197JJ.p�8. 
24silberman, pp. 1 79-182. 
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Today• s ref orme rs can learn much by lo oki ng a t  the 
rise an d ta ll of Prog ressi �e educa tion. A ttemp ts to refo rm 
e duca ti on mus t be we ll p lanne d an d ini tia te d wi th ca refu l 
. 
a tten tion to the res ults. Base d o n  th e  his tory of Pro­
g ressive reforms, one can c onc lu de tha t in te llec tual 
f labbiness an d neg lec t of the fu ndamen ta ls wi ll not be 
to lera te d by mo s t  Ame rican p eop le.  A sys tem which a llow s  
s tu dents to be come i ll-man ne re d an d rude wi llnkewise 
b e  unaccep tab le. Als � base d  on a c ompari s on of e du ca ti ona l 
refo rms in thi s  country in the 1 9 20 ' s an d 30's wi th th e 
e duca tiona l ref orms in Englan d du ri ng the same pe rio d, one 
�Y conc lu de tha t  refo rms tha t a re ini tia te d  s low ly by 
those in c lo se c on tac t wi th s tuden ts wi ll be mo re effec t1 ve 
tha n  re� orms ini tia te d  �u1c kly by those uho do no t have 
c lose c ontac t with olass rdoms. 
Con trac t P lan of Evalua tion 
In the li tera tu re re la ting s pe cifica lly to the 
contrac t p la n  of eva luation, this inves tiga tor f ou nd tha t  
so me of the bas 1c i dea s of the con trac t plan can be round 
un de r  a diffe rent na me. The Dalton P lan m ake s  ex tensive 
u se of c on trac ti ng. 
25 Go od, p. 39 6. 
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In 1920, Helen Pa rkhu rs t in tro duce d the :t»-1 ton 
Plan in an a ttempt to make the schoo l func tion mo re as a 
communi ty. Helen Pa rkhu rs t fel t tha t  spi ri tual an d 
menta l  g row th woul d be fos te re d  when the schoo l recog­
nize d the vi tal impo rtance of th e  social expe rience a t  
schoo l. The Da lton Plan p lace d  mo re emphasis on the 
chi ld' s living while he wo rke d an d the way he ac te d  as 
a socia l being, ra the r than upon the subj ec ts of his 
cur riou lum. 26 
The Da lton Plan abo liShe d the c lass sys tem in schools. 
C lasses became labora to ries fo r va rious subj ects. S tu­
den ts cou ld wo rk indepen den tly in the labora tories whe re 
they wou ld fin d al l necessa ry ma te rials. The goa l of the 
DJ. lt on Plan was to teach s tu den ts to wo rk independently,  
to develop ini tia tive, an d to ins ti ll prope r socia l habi ts 
th rough the communi ty life of schoo1. 27 Free dom wi th 
responsibili ty was the keyno te. 28 
Two basic be lie£s about the na tu re of leam1ng un de r  
the Dal ton Plan we re that a chi ld mus t  be permi tte d  to 
abso rb knowle dge a t  his own ra te of spee d an d the s tu dent 
mus t lea rn c oo pera tion wi th o the rs ,  inc lu ding the teaohe r. 29 
26Helen Pa rkhurs t, on � Dal ton � 
(New Yo rk :  E. P. Du tton, p.�9. 
27Ibi d -· 
28Goo d, p. 429. 
29Pa rkhu rs t, pp. 19-21 . 
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Under the Da.l to n  Pla n the student was told llha t 
sta ndar ds had to be attained. Atter that he or sh e  was 
all owed to achie ve those standards in a manner considered 
appropriate by the student at his or h er own speed. 
Parkhurst felt that this responsibility would de velop 
judg ment a nd character as well as i ntellectual powers. JO 
Miss Parkhurst recog nized that the student had to 
have a cleal' view of the goals h e  or she ns stri ving t o  
attain. The stude nt had to be a ble t o  pla n the steps 
to take each month or week i n  atte mpting to reach those 
goals. 31 Each stude nt ' s wor k was organized i nto mo ntl\17 
cont racts f'or each su bj ect. In those contracts, the 
assignme nts were outli ne4 for the student. The students 
wo uld sign the co ntracts at the begi nni ng o f'  each mo nth 
an d would be hel d  respo nsible for co mpleting the month • s 
work. 32 
At ki nso n reported that the Dalto n Plan was based 
o n  th e  three pri nciples of freedo m, cooperation, a nd 
bu dgeti ng of ti me.  FAch un1 t o f'  wrk ns written as a jo b. 
The job plans were designed by the teacher or pupil, or 
both .  'lhe student 'budgeted school ti me as h e  or she 
3°Parkhurst, p. 22. 
31ill_g,. 
32I bid. , pp. )4-40. 
-
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desir� but the student had to finish the work specified 
in tb'e contract before choosing other desired aetivi­
ties. 33 
The Dalton Plan was viewed favorably by H. w. James,  
who adapted the Dalton Plan for use with a class in edu­
cation at Alabama College in 1 926.  James found several 
advantages in the Dalton Plan. (1 ) It eliminated dis­
cipline prob�ems. (2 ) It allowed for individual differ­
ences. ( 3 )  Individual student-teacher conferences seemed 
to motivate students to study more. ( 4) The instructor 
got to know students on .an individual basis. However, 
Jaaes also :was aware or several negative features of 
the plan. (! ) Demands on the instructor • s time were 
great. (2 ) Individual student-teacher conferences caused 
a duplication in covered material. ( 3 )  the esprit de 
corps of a traditional classroom was lacking because of 
the lack of oral expression. 34 
In 1 928 and 1 929 William Thompson conclucted an 
experiment during t� summer sessions at th e  Ohio State 
University Demonstration SChool to see wheth er or not 
students make taster progress under the Dalton laboratory 
Plan. Results we�e compared with th e  results of stutients 
33Atk1�son, p. 242. 
J4H. W. James ,  " 'lhe l)llton Plan Tested in College, n 
D!! School Volume )4, April 1926, pp. )OJ-6. Review, 
)2 
in public sChools. Miss Helen Parkhurst h erself, author 
ot th e  Dalton Plan, was in charge of administering th e  
exper.im.ental plan. The experimental group was younger 
than th e  control group but -distinctly superior in intel­
ligence. Standardized test results trom grades five, 
six, seven, and eight in reading, compos1 tion, ari th­
metio.  spelling• and han4wr1 ting were compared. Beth 
paired and group comparisons were used.  'lhe Demonstra­
tion School operated under many- handicaps as a result of 
difficulties in attempting to set up a.  new scheme for 
learning. But in view ot the tact that the Dalton group 
was superior in intelligence, Thompson concluded that it  
was expected that the Dalton School would make more 
progress as a group than the centrol group. '!his expec­
tation was not tulfilled. A oo.mpa:rison of the two groups 
•' 
showed that the� •s no consistent difference favoring 
either school. Both grQUP and paired coaparisons re­
flected this outcome. Thompson concluded that the Dalton 
Plan showed no advantage over th e  ordinary school system 
in formal school act1v1t1es, even though the students in 
the experimental group were superior in ab1lity. J5 
In 1 9)1 , Alison Comish condemned the Dalton Plan 
for several reasons. ( 1 ) �uantity replaced quality • 
.35will1am H. Thompson, "An Experiment W1 th The Dalton 
Plan, " �Journal of Educational Research, Volume 2 6, March 
1 933, PP· 493-500. 
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(2 ) Stu dents fai le d  to dist ribute time prope rly. ( 3) 
Teache rs we re re duce d to the ro le of c le rks. (4 ) Teache rs 
we re no lon ge r  gene ratin g inte rest in the subj ects. 
( 5 ) Co lle ges p laced an emphasis on qua lity, not quantity, 
causin g a disa dvanta ge fo r th e  student who ha d fo rme rly 
lea rned u nde r the contract p lan. 3 6 
John and Va le rie Bockman su g gest that the l:a lton 
Plan put too much emphasis on the i dea of labo r. The 
contract was uti lized a lmost as An em pleye r-emp loyee 
inst�ent. �ese autho rs su g gest that the ove rst ress on 
physi ca l  labor ha d somethin g to do with the demise or the 
contract. p lan. John an d Va le rie Bockman a lso repo rt that 
the Dalton P lan was mi suse d by i ll-info rme d, inexpe rience d 
teach e rs an d administ rato rs. In many cases cont racts 
we re ri gid and un rea li stic. 37 
H. G. Goo d says the I». lton Plan fai le d because too 
many pupi ls accepted its f ree dom but di d not meet thei r 
responsibi lities. Expe rience showe d that the Dalton P la n  
ha d been "praise d fa r beyon d its me rits, " an d fo r that 
reason it was discontinued. Goo d  p laces it in the 
3 6Alison Com1 sh ,  "The Cont ract Plan in Retrospect� " 
� Vo lume 3 7, Ju ly 1931 ,  pp. 95-9 7. 
3 7John F • .,Bockman and Va le rie M. Bockaan, " Contractin g 
fo r Learning outcomes :  Potentia li ti es an d Limitatioas, "  
Association of Schoo l Vo lume 
School 
National Secondary _____ Pr1no1ples. 
3?, February 197j, pp:-17-26. 
C4tegor7 of an educational fad , "a scheme for whi ch  
magical powers are claimed. n J8 SUch a fad collapses 
when people realize the delusions. But Good does not 
completel7 di scount the Dalton Plan, saying that such 
a fad may be a .precursor to a plan of more permanent 
value. He does not mention, however , the successor to 
which he makes indirect reference. 39 
William French states that the Dalton Plan fdnn­
dered for two reasons. Students did not fulfill their 
responsibilities, and many teachers became too. rigid 
in expecting all pupils to work at the same pace. 40 
Even though the Dalton Plan .met with di s�avor a 
few years after its introduction, the idea of contracting 
as a means of learning did not completely fade away. 
Researchers continued to experiment wi th different 
types of contracting. New studies involving contracts 
as a .means of evaluation revived during the 1 960 • s. and 
such experimenting continues today. 
The key principles of the contract plan can be 
summarized in the following statements. 
38Good , p. 430 .  
39Ib1d. 
-
40French , p. 372 .  
J4 
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(1 ) .tA contract plan of eval.uation al.l.ows individual 
student differences. 41 , 42 ;43 , 4�, 45
�, 46
.,'47 � 48·, 49 • 50 
41Jack Fr;ymier, The Nature ot Educational Method 
( Charles Merrill p.  
42mward 1!. Dash ,  " Contract fo-r Grades , 11 The 
House , Vol.ume 45 , December, 1970 , pp. �1-35. 
43a;err;y Herman, 11 Individual.ize Your Instruction :87 
Contract Teaching, "  ru_ House ,  Volume 37 ,  May, 
1 963 , pp. 551-54. . 
44Ira Davis,  "How the Contract Plan Provides tor 
Individual. Pupil Differences, " The Nation ' s  School.s ,  
iPlume 1 0 ,  October, 1932 ,  pp. 
45John F. Bo ckman and Valerie PI. Bockman, " Contracting 
tor Learning outcomes : Potentialities and Limitations, "  
National Association of School. 
57 ,  February, !973 , pp. 
46will1am H. Thompson, ��� Experiment With The 
Dalton Plan, 11 Journal. of E:ducational Research , Volume 26 , 
March , 19JJ, pp. 
47William A. Poppen and Charles L. Thompson, "The 
Effects ot Grade Contracts on Student Performance , " The 
Journal o f  Educational Research , Volume 64, May-June;-
48aaralee Amsden, "Rave You Ever Tr�ed Contracting 
For Grades? " Journal , Volume 59 ,  December, 1 970 , 
pp. 1279-82 . 
49 Arm Harvey, " Student Contract : A Break From the 
Grading Game , " Volume 1 2 ,  September, 
1972,  pp. 40-44. 
50norothy Zeligs , "A Year • s Experiment with the 
Unit-Contract Plan , "  Ohio Volume 1 0 , June, 19)2 , 
pp. 1 90+. 
----
Booki'a"Columbus:-oh1o, 1965), 263. 
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(2 ) A contract plan or evaluation encourages 
greater freedom of cboice and responsibility on the 
part of the student. The contract plan increases the 
active participation of students 1n the learning 
process. This participation encourages th e  . student 
to be reali stic in assessing h1s or h er own capa­
cities and lim1tat1ons, 51 , .S2 , .S.3, 54, 55, 56 , 57 , 58 , 59, 60 , 61 
51 carl Bogers, Freedom to ( ColWilbus, Ohio : 
Charles Merrill cOiipany, 1969 ) ,  p. 1.3.3. 
52Frymier, p .  26). 
5.3aarvey, p. 44. 
54Herman, p. 554. 
55:IAsh , p. 2)1 . 
56AIIsden, p. 282 , 
57:cavis, p. 52 .  
58Bockman and Bockman, p .  18.  
59atarles L. Thompson and Marianna Davis, 
"Grade Contracts : A Method of Redirecting Piot1 va­
tion, n !,U Guidance, Volu.me ), September 1 970 , 
pp. 7-1 • 
- 60poppen and Thompspn, p. 420. 
61 zel1gs, p. 1 90 .  
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( 3 ) Objectives must be clearly stated with the 
contract plan of evaluation. The teacher comes to grips 
with educational objectivee •. 62, 63, 64, 6S, 66 , 6? 
(4 ) The student-teacher relationship 1 s  less 
antagoni stic and a feeling of trust can be created ; 
free deci sion on the part of the student 1 s  enhanced. 
Anxiety over grades i s  lessened . 68 , 69 , ?0 
(5 ) Grades become more obj ective, less subj ective 
and arbitrary. The student can see the connection be­
tween the grade received and work completed. 71 , ?2 , ?3, 74 
62 6 Frymier, p. 2 1 .  
63aarvey, p. 43. 
64Da.sh ,  p. 231 .  
6Sursula Del worth , "The Contract System : .students 
as Parti cipants in th e  Grading Process, "  �e Journal of 
Student Volume 14,. May p. 
66Thompson and Davi s , p. 7. 
67Poppen and Thompson, p. 420 . 
68Bogers� p. 1 33. 
69'1'hompson and Davis, p. 8 .  
70Poppen and Thompson, p .  420. 
71Harvey, p. 44. 
72nelworth, p. 277 . 
73Amsden, pp, 1280-1282. 
74Poppen and Thompsen, p. 421 . 
Co11ege Personnel, 
---
1973, 277. 
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(6 ) Emphasis i s  on learning and success rather than 
testing and fMlure, w1 th the contract plan of evalua­
tion. Tests are used primarily for teaching. Errors 
are not h eld against a student but are used as a 
springboard to learning. 75. 76 , 77 
Studies involving the contract taethod of teaching 
and evaluation are not abundant. From the literature 
reviewed b7 thi s  investigator, one may conclude that, 
1n most cases, the contract method was equivalent to lf 
not slightly superior to the daily-recitation metnod. 
In 1929 Esson and Cole experimented wi th secondary 
school ilassea stud7ing Ameri can history. Two hundred 
and seventy-five eleventh and twelfth grade students in 
ten high schools participated in the experiment. T.he 
researchers wi shed to retain th e socializing aspects of 
the daily-recitat ion method of education and still develop 
a teaching plan that would allow tor individual differ­
ences 1n rate of learning and interests. The contract 
method was employed in the experimental group ; th e  
control group wa s  taugb t by daily-recitation. Th e  
schools were paired according to scores students received 
75F.ryaier, p. 263. 
76nash , p. 234. 
77Amsden. p. 1282. 
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on intelligence tests,  history tests , and a reading 
scale. In the experimental classrooms, contracts were 
developed for each unit of study. Bach student was re­
quired to aeet minimum requirements, or a " 01! "  After 
aeeting the a!nimum requirements, th e student was quali­
fied to attempt the "B" contract and the "A" contract. 
Both groups were given the same initial and final tests. 
The results 6f the experiment showed that the contract 
plan was superio� to the daily-reci tation method in fcur 
out of ti ve of the ll&ired groups. Even though th e  
tendency to favor the contract aet�od wa s  no t  h1ghly 
significant, th e  authors felt certain considerations 
were not �eflected in the statistics. Teachers using 
the contract plan were not familiar with i ts methods and 
principles. Library facilities were inadequate, a 
di stinct handicap to the experimental group. Therefore, 
the authors felt that, in consideraticn of the di sad­
vantages to the contract group, the net results of the 
experiment clearly favored the contract plan. 78 
In 1929 Shepard experimented wi th  th e  contract plan 
in a sixth grade history class. The control group was 
78victor Esson and Hobert Cole. " Th e  Effect! veness 
of the Contract Method as Compared w1 th the Ordinary 
Method of Teaching, " Th e  School Volume 37 , April, 
1929, pp. 272-81 . 
---
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taught by the daily-recitation method while the experi­
mental group used the contract method. Shepard compared 
the scores of the two groups for historical knowledge 
and the average recall of information. Shepard concluded 
that both methods were -.ually effective. 79 
In 1 932 Dorothy Zeligs reported her obferYations 
aGter a year• s experimenting with the contract plan 
with two seventh grades in hi story, geography, and 
reading. No research design was employed. One of the 
greups showed a wide range in mental abilities ; the 
other class did not Show such a wide variation of mental 
abiliti es. Zeligs found that her initial contract for 
th e  nen was too difficult and had to be modifi ed. 
Another difficulty was h elping the children learn to 
organize th eir work and budset their time. The sensi­
tive ch ild. tended to be overburdened with th e  feeling of 
responsibility. But Zeligs felt that the advantages 
outweigne� the di sadvantages. Dipcipl1ne problems 
disappeared. Zeligs also felt that individual pupils 
developed responsibility, attained a sense of importance 
and dignity, and found the contract system enJoyable. BO 
79E. L. Shepard, "Contract Versus Traditional Methods 
in Teach ing Sixth Grade Hi story, " of 
School of Education Journal, Volume 
pp. 
80zeligs , pp. 190-192. 
47-3!". 
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In 1 932 Wagner conducted an experiment to compare 
the daily-recitation method with the contract aetnod in 
two high school bookkeeping classes. Wagner paired 
students in one clasS"'ai th students in another class 
on the basis of chronological age, mental age ,  previous 
sChool marks, and an initial achie7ekent test. Wagner 
repeated th e  same experiment th e  following school year 
to make the data more reliable. The r.es'ill ts favored 
the contract method slightly in both groups on a test 
developed by the instructor. The results of an opinion 
survey showed that students also favored the contract 
method of evaluat1on. 81 
J. o .  Bradshaw conducted an experiment in 1 933 to 
compare the contract plan and daily•recitation methods 
in two se�tions ot high school biology. Eighteen pairs 
of students were identified by matching their IQ scores 
and biology test scores. For the test group (the group 
learning by contract ) two-week contracts were developed. 
The experiment lasted five months. Results indicated 
that the control group was superior in immediate reten­
tion but the test group was superior in delayed retention. 
In terms of the sum total ot information, Bradshaw felt 
81Harvey Wagner, 11An Experimental Comparison of the 
Daily-Assignment-Recitation and the Contract Metbods of 
Teaching Bookkeeping 1n R1Sh School, A  Master ' s Thesis,  
University ot Minnesota, Jul7, 1934. 
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that the contract group was very s11ghtly superior, but 
not s1gnificant1y so . 82 
In the same year, 1933, A. Mason Mann used the con­
tract plan in an experiment in American hi story c1asses. 
Pupi1s were paired on the basis or achievement tests in 
Americah hi story, inte11igence tests, age, and sex. Each 
group numbered seventeen. Units or work lasted approxi­
.mate1y three weeks and became the basis for individual 
contract duration. At tbe end of the semester, two 
standardized tests were admini stered to both classes. 
The results favored the e�perimenta1 group which scored 
higher on both standardized tests.  The experimental 
group also scored h igher on ti ve of th e six teacher-
made tests which were admini stered to both groups 
throughout the semester. The difference between th e two 
groups, while showing a h igh probabili ty,  was not 
' 
stati stically significant. 83 
In 1 934 Irma Martin organized th e study of sixth 
grade geography on the contract plan. Although no 
experimental research design was emp1oyed , Mrs. Martin 
82J. o . Bradshaw, "The Assignment-Recitation Method 
and Teacher Demonstration Versus the Contract �lan and 
Individual Laboratory Method 1n High School Biology, " 
Master ' s Thesi s, University of West Virginia, 1933. 
83A. Mason Mann, "The Relative Effectiveness of the 
Contract Plan and the Daily Assignment Plan in Teaching 
Ameri can History, n Master' s Thesi s ,  Universi ty of West 
Virginia, 19.33. 
felt that through the use of the contract, the study 
of geography became more interesting and enhanced re­
sponsibility and self-expression on the part ot th e 
students. 84 
43 
In 1 935 A. c. Heiges used the contract plan in an 
experiment which compared that plan •ith the daily­
recitation method in the teaching of li terature. Forty­
six ninth grade students were paired on the basis ot IQ 
scores .  The experiment lasted fifteen weeks. FOr the 
experimental group, content material was arranged iato 
assignments for A, B, and C grades. Time limits were 
set. Heiges looked at five different abilities in the 
final results. OVerall, the experimental group made 
slightly higher scores than did the control group. The 
most significant difference between the two groups .as 
in the area of comprehension. Heiges stated that the 
,, 
contract method exposed students to a wider range of 
reading which gave them greater experience and under­
standing. The experimental group .as only slightly 
superior to th e  control group in appreciation of litera­
ture, character identitieation, vocabulary, and passage 
84Irma Martin, " Contract Plan Sixth Grade Geography, n  
� Volume 20 , Apri!L, 1934, pp. 118-19. Sghool Comm.un1tz. 
identitication. 85 
There i s  a distinct lack of publi shed scientific 
studies on the contract method ot evaluation between 
the mid 1930 ' s  and the mid 1 960 ' s. 
44 
In 1 968 Morris Shirts used a contract method of 
grading on the college level in a course entitled 
•Histori cal and Philo sophical Foundations of Education. " 
Shirts was prompted to tr7 the contract because he felt 
dissatisfied with exi sting methods of evaluation Which 
he found distasteful and unfair. Although no experimental 
research design was used ,  Shirts concluded that the con­
tract approach had certain merits,  as well as disad­
vantages. Most students showed indications of good 
learning. Students worked hard and mo st contracted tor 
an "A, n although their abilities were not always com­
mensurate with such aspirations , according to Shirts. 
However, the author reported that the contract plan was 
more demanding on the teacher ,  and assignments became 
burdensome and perhaps meaningless to students .  Th e  
author telt h e  would try the contract again but would 
recommend the following changes : 
(1 ) due-dates for each assignment. 
85A. c. Heiges, "A Comparative Study of the Ef'fect1ve­
ness of the Contract Plan Versus the Daily Recitation­
Assignment Method in the Teaching of L1 terature, "  Master• s 
Thesi s ,  Pennsylvania State University, 1935. 
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( 2 ) interviews to help students set more .realistic 
goals. 
( 3 ) alternative grades for tho se who fall to "honor" 
the contract. 
(4 ) fewer assigned papers. 
(5 ) more use of discussion groups. 86 
In 1 970 Thompson and Davis used grade contracts in 
an attempt to redirect motivation in eighth grade mathe­
matics. Twenty-one eighth graders were selected for the 
experimental group. Twenty students from another eighth 
grade mathematics class constituted the control group .  
The grade contract wa s  prompted by group counseling 
sessions to discover what could be done to improve achieve­
ment in math ematics. Most of the students in tho se sessions 
did not know what to do to succeed 1n the math class. 
Class assignments and ways to pas s  the course needed to 
be clarified. Individual grade contracts were initiated 
on a t�ial six-week basis for the second grAding period. 
When Thompson and Davi s compared marks for the first and 
second grading periods,  they found that seventeen of the 
twenty contract students raised their math grade. 
Grades 1n the control group remained about the sa.me. 
86Morri s A. Shirts , "The College Grade Contract, "  
19:lucational Forum, Volume 32 ,  Play, 1968 , pp. 456-8. 
A comparison of grade averages for the two groups 
revealed that the contract group .made higher gains 
/ 
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than the control. group. The fail.ure rate for the coatrol. 
group decreased from eight to five, a fourteen per cent 
improvement. 87 
Thompson and Davi s suggest that the grade contract 
broughb about a rol.e shift by the teacher. This role 
change may have perpetuated a behavior change cycle 
l.eading to further po sitive change. In any case, the 
teacher was so pleased with the results that sh e  dec.ided 
to initiate the contract approach with her other class-­
the former co�trol group. 88 
In 1 970 Edward Dash experimented with the contract 
plan in educational ps�chology classes at Colorado State 
University. Th e  author developed A, B, and c contracts. 
The C contract had to be completed before students coul.d 
proceed to the B or A contract . Dash reported that 
sixty-three per cent of those who contracted for an A 
achieved that grade. Eighty-siX per cent of those who 
aspired to earn a B reachedttheir aspirations. When Dash 
compared results of the contract group with a random past 
group , he concl.uded that more students appeared to 
87cnarles Thompson and Marianna Davi s ,  "Grade Con­
tract s : A Method of Redirecting Motivation, n Focus on 
Volume J, September, 1970, pp. 7-10 .  
--
88Ibid -· 
Guidance, 
achieve higher final grades in the course under the 
contraet approaea. 89 
In 1 971 , at the University of Tennessee, Poppen 
and Thompson randomly divided lour classes of Educa-
.. 
tional Psychology !nto two groups , experimental and 
control. The expeMmental group was evaluated by the 
grade contract While the control group ' s pe�formance 
was evaluated by daily-Yecitation methods.  Fbur com­
parisons were made-- exami.nation scores , child care 
study · reports ,  reaction pppers, and independent pro­
j ects. In thi s  study the grade contract was no better 
than the daily-recitation method of evaluation. Th e  
experimenters did see worth in the contract approach 
since it allowed movement toward individualized in-
struction and had no real di sadvantages as a means of 
evaluation. 90 
In 1 971 Hugh Taylor assessed the opinions of stu­
dents Who had experienced the contract plan in an edu­
cational measurement and evaluation course. A total of 
240 students was enrolled 1n the course. The sample 
consisted of twenty-three male and sixty-three female 
89Edward :r.sh, " Contracting for Grades, " :f1!! 
Volume 45, December, 1970 , pp. 231-35. 
90W1lliam Poppen and Charles Thompson, "The Effects 
of Grade Co ntracts on Student Performance, " The Journal 
of Educational Research , Volume 64, pp. 
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students cho sen at random. A fourteen item Likert-type 
attitude scale was admini stered to measure attitude toward 
the contract techni que. Results showed a generally 
favorable opinion toward the grade contract system. 
Taylor found high student consensus that students are not 
motivated to work at an optimum level under the contract 
system. A further compari son with a control group showed 
that grade contract students r� the fairness of course 
grading significantly higher than di d the control group. 
The writer felt that the results indicated a willingness 
on the part of students to approve the grade contract . 91 
Throughout the literature concerning the grade 
contract there seems to be a general consensus that the 
contract plan of evaluation is equal to . if not better 
than. daily-recitation meth ods of teaching and evalua­
tion. As noted in the studies. many researchers found 
distinct advantages. academic as well as social, in using 
the contract plan of evaluation. However, there are 
also di sadvantages in using the c ontract plan. Some 
have been mentioned in the reported studies. These 
n.egati ve considerations could be summarized in the 
91HUgh Taylor, " Student Reaction to the Grade 
Contract , "  The of Educational Research, Volume 
64, Number �March , pp. 
Journal '=T" 
197J., 311-314. 
f oll owing s ta tements. 
(1 ) Some s tuden ts will c on trac t fo r the minimum, 
jus t en ough to pass the c ou rse. Such a s tu den t i s  
unli kely to expose himself to any possible leaming 
expe riences bey on d  c on trac t terms. Wi th the daily­
reci ta ti on me th od,  he migh t 1� mo re. 92 , 93, 94, 95 
(2 ) The ti me requi re d  to work ou t c on trac ts wi th 
s tu dents i s  a ve ry real s tumbli ng bl oc k. Deman ds on 
teache r time a re g rea t. 96, 97, 9 8 
(3) Assignmen ts can bec ome m ono ton ous and bu rden­
s ome. The quan ti ty of wo rk is easily ove remphasize d an d 
bec omes the $Ole basis f or the gra de. 99, 100, 101 , 102 , 103, 104 
92Ha rvey, p. 44. 
93zeligs, p. 200.  
94Taylo r, p. 31 3. 
95Ams den, p. 12 81 . 
96Harvey, p. 44. 
97Shi rts, p. 457. 
9 8Ge off rey G rimes,  "A Con trac t Sys tem f or Freshman 
an d Soph omo re Engli sh C ou rses, " an d 
Volume 23, May, pp. 
-
99sni rts, p. 45 7. 
100BQwa rd Ki rschenbaum, Si dney Simon, and Ro dney 
Napie r, Wad-Ja-Ge t? (New York Ha rt Publishing C ompany, 
1 9 71 > ,  p:J"oO. -
101zel1gs, p. 201 .  
102eomi sh, pp. 95-96.  
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(4}  The socializing aspects ot daily-recitation 
methods are decreased with the contract plan, which 
tends to lessen class spir1t. 105 
(5 } Unless the student becomes involved in the 
process of developing the contract itself, the contract 
instrument has the potential to dehumanize and deper­
sonalize the educational process. The process of 
developil'lg the contract is more important than the 
resulting contraot. 106 , 107 
SUDARY 
Many of the assumptions about human nature and 
learning that are h eld by today• s reformers of American 
education were also shared by the advocates of Progress! ve 
education. T.he Progressives stressed individual dif­
ferences, active learning, social needs, and critical 
thinking. The Progressives felt that students would 
learn w1 thout the threat ot punishment or failure. The 
103A. o . Boorbach , "Pupil Part1o1pat1on 1n the In1t1a­
t1on, Planning and Final Evaluation of the Contract as  a 
Means of Developing Study Habits, " Pnucational Outlook, 
Volume 7,  May, 1 933. pp. 2JS-240. 
104aarvey, p. 42. 
10SSh1rts, p. 458 .  
106Bockman and Bockman. p .  22. 
107Hoorbaoh, p. 237. 
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E1ght-Year Study showed that students from Progressive 
schools performed slightly better in college than stu­
dents educated in tho more traditional manner which used 
daily-recitation methods. The reasons for the demise o f  
Progressive education are varied and complex. As th e  
reforms o f  Progressive education spread, they were some- ( 
times carr,ed to extremes. In some cases ,  students 
were allowed too much freedo� and lack of di scipline 
brought cbarges that Progressive students were ill­
mannered and rude. Many people reared that Progressive 
schools were not upholding the hard-won principles of 
government. Another reason for the decline of Progressive 
education was that thi s  re:form movement was ini tiated in 
great part by university scholar�who had limited contact 
wi th  classrooms. Today 1 s  reformers can benefit by under­
standing the reasons for the decline o f  Progressive edu­
cation, which brought much good to American education, 
in spite of its problems . 
The contract plan of learning is one alternative to 
the daily-recitation method . Contract learning has been 
viewed by many educators as equal to , and in some cases 
superior to , the dally-recitation method. The contract 
system allows individual differences and has th e potential 
to develop initiative and respon�ibil1ty for learning on 
the part of students within an accepted framework. With 
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the contract plan, obj ect! ves must be clear. Also stu­
dent anxi ety over grades 1 s/tlessened and grading becomes 
less arbitrary. However, there are some possible dis­
advantages to the contract plan. Some students will 
choo se the minimum requirements to pass the course. 
Quantity of work may become a substitute fer quality 
in assigning grades. Care must be taken so that th e 
contract i s  not entirely monotonous and depersonalizing. 
More studies employing an experimental research 
design need to be conducted to determine the effective­
ness of the contract plan of evaluation in compari son 
to other methods of evaluation. This investigator feels 
that thi s  study will contribute to the research con­
cerning the contract plan of evaluation. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND ME'l'HODOLOGY 
In thi s  study, the nonrandomized control group 
pretest-po�ttest design was utilized to determine both 
cognitive and affective changes. 
Table I 
Nonrandomized Control �roup 
Pretest-Posttest Design1 
Experimental group 
Control group 
Pretest Treatment Posttest 
X 
• 
1 stephen Isaac and Williaa Michael, Handbook in 
Research and Ev-aluation ( San Diego , Bobirt 
Knapp, Publi sher, 1 971 ) , p. 43. 
The pretest and posttest measured three areas-­
attitude toward poetry and creative writing, knowledge 
or certain poetic elements ,  and ability to generate 
imagery in descriptive writing. The experimental 
variable to Jae measured was the contract plan or learning. 
The control group, llhich did not experience the contract 
plan, was taught by the trad1 tional method, that i s ,  by 
daily-recitation-assignment. 
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Both groups were given a pretest on Monday, April 
21 , 1975, and a posttest on Friday, June 6 , 1975. All 
instruction for both groups was conducted between April 
21 and June 6 . Neither group was randomly selected from 
a larger population. Both were intact groups before 
the experiment be&an. However, a comparison of three 
different scores for the two groups revealed that there 
were no s1gn1f1cant differences between the two groups 
on those three measures. ( See Table II, page 5�) Th e  
three sets o f  scores compared were scores on the Cali­
fornia IQ Test , Grade Point Average for the first half 
of the school year •  s work , and a composite language score 
on the 1970 edition of the california Achi evement Test. 
A t-test. was used to analyze the data for the two classes 
on all three measures.  Acceptance was at the . OS level. 
For all three measures the difference of the means 
of the two groups was not large enough to rej ect the null 
hypothesis.  Th ere was no significant difference between 
the two groups on these three set� of scores.  '!be inves­
tigator therefore proceeded with the experiment under the 
assumption that the two groups were suffi ciently comparable 
for such an experiment . 
The experiment was conducted in English 10 classes 
at Holley High School, Holley, New York. '!h e  subd;ects 
used in this study were · predom1nantly sophomores 
Table II 
A Comparison of Mean Scores of the Control Group 
and Experimental Group tor Differences 
in IQ,. Grade Point Average ,  and 
Achievement Test 
Mean Scores 
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IQ GPA Achievement 
Control group (n=21 ) 
Experimental group (n=1 8 ) 
t score* 
lOJ 78 
102 76 
. ,;4 . 75 
*t score must equal 2 . 04 to be 
significant at· . 05 level. 
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. sa 
enrolled in Engli sh 1 0 .  All Engli sh 10 classes at 
Holley H1gh School are taught by thi • instructor. The 
two classes for this experiment met monday through 
Friday during Period One and Period Two of the school 
day�· from 7 : 50-8 : 35 A. M. and from 8 :40-9 : 20 respectively. 
Both classes were heterogeneously mixed, that i s  to sa;y, 
there was no separation or Regents from non-Regents stu­
dents. Eerth6 '�it:J�co�l group ) consisted 
of six non-Regents and fi fteen Regents students while 
Period Two class ( th e  experimental group ) consi sted of 
s1x non-Regents and twelve Regents students.  The 
-- - - - - - -
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oontrel group had thirteen females and eight males 
while the experimental group bad eight females and 
ten males. 
The scale to measure changes in atti tude and the 
test to measure changes in cognitive behavior were both 
developed by thi s  investigator. Stati sti cal analysis 
of the test results of the two groups was completed by 
using analysis of variance to test for signifi cance 
of difference between the scores of the two groaps. 
The .-os level of significance was used to accept or 
rej ect the hypotheses. 
Instruments 
Attitude scale. mhis investigator felt that 1t was 
important to assess changes in attitude during thi s  
experiment , even though s1gnifieant changes were not 
expected. It i s· commonly assumed that attitudes. and 
values are formed and developed over a period of time. 
perhaps even year� . 21 3  It i s  unlikely that a significant 
change in attitude toward poetry and creative writing 
2navid Krathwohl, Benjamin Bloom, Bertram Masia, 
"How and Why to Classify Affective Educational Obj ectives, " 
Behavior : !!! Educational !!.!!! 
John Flynn and Herbert 
!as� : Addison-Wesley Publi shing Company, 1967 ) ,  p. 187. 
3navid Darling, "Why a Taxonomy of Affective Learning , "  
ill,g,, p. 224. 
Measuring-----------
Assessing--------
Measurement, 
Readings Ps:ycholo~ical 
Garber, Editors (Rea. 1ng, 
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would have resulted in a seven-week time period. However, 
tni s  attitude scale could be used in research covering a 
longe� time period. Studies of a longer duration could 
produce impbrtant results as to how a teacher could cor­
relate cognitive 'teaCHing to positive" affecti*e develop­
ment. Under sdme. eond1 tiona the development of cognitive 
behaviors may actually destroy certain d�sired affective 
behaviors. 
; • •  instead" of a positive relation "b�tween 
growth in cognitive and affective behavior, 
it is conceivable that there may be an· In­
verse between growth in the two ' 
It i s  po ssible tnat certain students • strong adverse 
feelings toward poetry have resulted from insi seence on 
high cognitive growth , without attention to tfi� effects 
on the students •  attitudes toWard poetry. Even though 
thi s  1nvest1gaeor did not expect significant bhang&s 
1n attitude toward poetry and creative writing, she felt 
i t  was important to determine whether or not different 
methods of learning wollld have a si8nifioaht· effect 
on stud�nts • attitudes. 
A L1kert-type scale'� developea b7 thi s  investigator, 
was used to measure a ttl tude toward poetry and orea ti ve 
4Krathwohl, Bloom, and Masia, p. 188. 
relation 
domains. 4 
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writing. In constructing the attitude scale, the investi­
gator followed guidelines suggested by Turney and Bobb 
in Research in Education, an Introduction. 5 
- -
First the investigator gathered forty-four state­
ments that expressed both favorable and unfavorable 
attitudes toward poetry and creative writ1ag. ( See 
Appendix A, Pilot Attitude Survey. ) TWenty-two of the 
statements expressed positive feelings toward poetry 
and creative writing ; twenty-two were negative state­
ments. Pbr each of the forty-four statements , students 
were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed 
or disagreed with the statement. Five choi ces were 
given-- strongly agree, agl'ee, undecided ,  disagree, 
strongly disagree. Positive stat�ents .were scored as 
follows : 5 points = strongly agree, 4 points = agree, 
9 points = undecided, 2 points = disagree, 1 point = 
strongly disagree. Negative statements were awarded 
reverse points ,  that i s : 1 point = strongly agree, 2 
points = agree, 3 po ints = undecided, 4 points = disagree, 
5 points = strongly disagree. 
This original set of forty-four statements was 
5Billy Turney and George Bobb, Research � Education, 
an ( Hinsdale, Illiaoi s :  The Dryden P,ress, 
liic.·, pp. 140-41 .  
Introduot1on 
1971). 
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administered to forty-five students in English 10. These 
same students were not to be in¥olved in the experiment 
but were representative of the students Who would later 
be given the final attitude scale. This initial testing 
was necessary to develop a set of statements Which would 
discriminate well between students Who had negative 
feelings toward poetry and creative writing and students 
Who felt positively toward the same subject. 
After the trial testing, each person ' s  total score 
was calculated by adding hi s item scores. Points were 
awarded as described above-- positive statements scored 
from 5 to 1 points·, negative statements from 1 to 5 
points. 
The top fourth of the scores were considered the 
high scoring subj ects.  In this case, the eleven scores 
ranging from 164-206 represented the top twenty-five 
per cent. The bottom fourth of the scores were considered 
the low scoring subj ects. In thi s  ease, eleven individuals 
,. 
scoring between 87-118 represented the bottom fourth. The 
twenty statements which best discriminated between these 
two groups would be retained for the final scale. Next 
each of the forty-tour statements on the survpy was 
analyzed to determine the total points it received from 
both the high-scoring and low-scoring individuals.  
( See AppendiE B ,  Item Analysis of Pilot Attitude Survey 
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for Level of Discrimination. ) Tho se ten negative and 
ten positive statements which had the greatest difference 
of points between the two groups woUld be considered the 
best discriminators between the two groups and would be 
retained for the final attitu4e scale. The remaining 
twenty-four items which did not discriminate as well 
between the two groups were discarded. Therefore, the 
final scale consi sts of twenty statements ,  ten positive 
and t en negative. ( See Appendix c. Attitude Scale. ) 
A student could possibly score between 20 and 100 on thi s  
scale, depending on his or her feelings about the state­
ments about .poetry and creative writing. 
Turney and Bobb claim that thi s  procedure provides 
internal consi stency for the scale, because each item 
correlates well with the general attitude of the person 
tested. The Likert-type scale is easy to construct , more 
reliable than the Thurstone-type scale , and provides 
preci se information about the subj ect ' s  opinion on an 
i ssue. 6 
There are limitations for such an instrument. One 
limitation is that one cannot assume that the distances 
between the scale po sitions are equal. Another is that 
the scale does not tell how much more favorable one sub­
j ect ' s  attitude i s  toward an issue than another 
6Turney and Bobb. p. 141 . 
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individual ' s. One can only say that there appears to be 
a difference .  Also one can determine that there has been 
a change in attitude, but not the extent of that change. 
There is  also the possibility, through various combina­
tions of item scores , that two individuals who have 
different attitudes might end up .with the same score. ? 
Since thi s  investigator was unable to find any seale 
to measure attitude toward po etry and creative writing 
which had been tested for reliability and validity, she 
decided to use the method described by Turney and Bobb. 
It is  assumed that thi s attitude scale is valid and does 
measure attitude toward poetry and creative writing. 
� � ti ve the instrument n.ed 
to measure changes �n cognitive behavior was developed 
by thi s  investigator. Some question items were borrowed 
from test materials publishefi by Ginn and Company, with 
the company• s permission. The test measured knowledge 
1n the four areas studied-- imagery, f'igurati ve language 
( simile,  metaphor, personification) ,  tone� and symbolism. 
The test consisted of two parts. The first part was termed 
the Obj ective Test and the second part, which consisted 
ot creative writing,  was termed the Subj ective Test. 
?Turney and Bobb, p. 141 .  
' 
_Co __ 5_n_1 __ ~ Behavior. 
6 2  
{ See Appendix D, Obj ective Test and Appendix E ,  SUbj ec­
tive Test. ) 
The first section of the Obj ective Test was con­
cerned only with identifying figurative language. On 
this portion of the test, students were asked to identify 
the types of figurative language, if any, 1n ten short 
passases. Also students had to choose the best defin1-
� tion of cliche and personification from five possible 
answers. 
The second section of the Obj ective Test required 
students to read longer passages and analyze all ele­
ments studied-- imagery, figurative language, tone, and 
symbolism. FOurteen multiple choice questions made up 
that section of the test . Most of the test items tor 
this section of the test were from materials publiShed 
by Ginn and Company. 
Finally, stu4ents were aSked to describe a picture 
in one of their poetry texts.  Thi s section of the test 
was termed the SUbj ective Test. The investigator decided 
to measure the use or imagery in the descriptions as one 
measure or descriptive ability. This investigator 
realizes that the production or imagery alone i s  not in 
itself a measure of excellence in descriptive writing. 
The student must be aware or how imagery contributes to 
the overall description. A mixture or sensory data and 
personal reaction i s  an . effective way of communicating 
feeling and, at the same time, allows the reader to 
experience enough sensory data to share in the ex­
perience also. Writing that concentrates only on per­
sonal feeling or only on sensory data cannot communicate 
in such a way. B From past experience, thi s  investigator 
observed that students were generally unaware of the 
importance of imagery in writing and concentrated on 
telling their personal reactions Wh en asked to describe 
something. With these ideas in mind , the investigator 
decided to measure the amount of imagery used by both 
groups on the pretest and the posttest . This investigator 
realizes that such a measure i s  limited in its value and 
subj ective in its application. 
The posttest was identical to the pretest with the 
exception of three multiple choice items at the end o� 
the Obj ective Test . These three items were desigmed to 
measure the same ability with slightly different passages. 
{ See Appendix F, Obj ective Test-- Posttest) 
Reliability scores for the Obj ective Test were 
computed by using the Kuder-Richardson formula 21 , which 
would provide relative conservative estimates o� the 
8James Moffett , A Student-Centered Arts 
Grades Handbook for Teachers \BOston : 
pp. 
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Curriculum, K-U: A 
Houghton Mifflin, 1968T, _1,,_8 ... 7---1-93:--
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coeffici ent of equivalence.  The formula followed is 
as follows : 9 
rKR21 = ( 1 -
k-1 
M {k-M) ) 
Where : items are scored 1 point if  right 
and 0 points if  wrong, M is the mean, k i s  
bhe number o f  items, and s is  the standard 
deviation. 
The reliability coefficient for the pretest for the 
control group was . 69 and for the experimental group 
. 73.  The reliability coefficients for the posttest were 
higher-- . 82 for the control group and . 76 for the 
experimental group. Paul Diederich reports that : 10  
Most of  the good, usable tests and other 
instruments worked out by the writer ' s 
students have reliabilities between . 6  
and . a  in the relatively small groups 
in which they are tried out . With an 
unconventional instrument or procedure 
it i s  unusual to get even as high as . 6 
Therefore, although the reliability coefficients a�e not 
as  high as one would like, they were deemed satisfactory 
for this  sttuation. 
The scoring for the first part of the Obj ective 
9tsaac and Michael, p. 87. 
1 0Paul Diederich, "Pinhead Statistics , " Evaluation 
as and Guide (Washington, D. C. : for 
and Development , 1967 ) ,  p. 267. 
k 
Association 
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Test was completed by awarding one point for under­
lining an instance of figurative language and a second 
point for correctly identifying the type of figurative 
1anguage. This section of the test comprised twenty 
total points. Fbr the remain6er of the test items on 
the Obj ective Test, one point was awar4ed for each 
correct answer. These items were in the form of multiple 
choice questions. 
Fbr the Subj ective Test , the exercise that aSked 
students to describe a picture in their poetry text, one 
point was awarded for each instance of imagery. Imagery 
was defined as the "representation through language of 
sense experience. n11 Most often the word " image" sug­
gests a mental picture, but here the definition includes 
all the senses. Language that allows the reader to see,  
to hear, to touch, to taste, to smell, was considered 
an example of imagery. The determination of potnts 
on this  portion of the test was completed by this in­
vestigator, as were all the other sections of the test. 
It should be noted that the pretest and posttest 
for both the control and experimental groups had no 
bearing on the grade which students received for that 
11taurence Perrine, Sound and Sense, An Introduction 
to ( New York : Harcourt Brace 
P. 
Poetrz 45. and WorI'd, 1956), 
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marking period of English 10. The pretest and post­
test were used exclusivel.y to measure student attitudes 
toward poetry and creative writing as well as knowledge 
of certain elements of poetry. 
General o f  the Unit 
The seven week unit deal.ing with elements of poetry 
and creative writing was divided into three smaller 
units,  each 1ast1ng appr6ximately two weeks in length. 
The first unit dealt with imagery, starting Tuesday, 
April 22 and ending Tuesday, May 6 , 1975. Th e  second 
unit, a study of figurative language, began on Wednesday, 
May 6 and ended Tuesday, May 20. Th e  third unit,  a 
study of tone and symboli sm, began on Wednesday, May 21 
and ended 'lbursday, June 5. The texts for both classes 
were !§n !n � Poeti c  and §2m! Don• t  
I!!!! � NIL Needle. 1J 
For the first uni t ,  Imagery, students in both groups 
were required to complete activities to meet the following 
obj ectives : 
1 . define imagery. 
1�n in the Poeti:c Mode, Book 4 ( Evanston, Ill.inois : 
oo . , 
13� Don • t � � Needle , compiled 
by Stephen Dunning, Edward Lueders, and Hugh Smith (Gl.en­
view, Ilinois : Scott, Foresman and OOmpant, 1969 ) .  
Design Poetry 
___ Mode12 
1970). Melxluge!, Ilttell and 
Haystacks __
.Haystacks __
Any ---
2 .  recognize imagery in literature. 
J. recognize the difference between language that 
appeals to the senses and language that does not.  
4. understand the effect of imagery. 
5. generate images in writing. 
6. analyze the use of imagery in certain poems in 
the poetry texts. 
7.  write descriptions of places or things. 
8.  recognize the difference between concrete and 
abstract nouns. 
9.  recognize the difference between general and 
specific nouns. 
10. recognize the difference in speci ficity of verbs. 
Th ese obj ectives were to be met by all students .  
At the start o f  the unit ,  students i n  the contract group 
were asked to look over the requirements for each grade 
and to state their intentions in writing.  They also had 
to state which activities they would complete When a 
choi ce was necessary. If a student in the contract group 
completed all the activities to master th ese minimum 
requirements and achi eved a score between 70-79 per cent 
on the unit test , h e  would earn a C for the unit on 
Imagery. A student wiShing to earn a B had to complete 
more activities ( some o f  a more difficult nature ) and 
had to achieve a score o f  80-89 per cent on the unit 
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test. A student wishing to earn an A likewi se had to 
co�plete more activities and had to achieve a score of 
90-100 per cent on the unit test. Th e  investigator tried 
to avoid making the activities tor the grades of A and 
B simply repetitious of th e activities for the grade o f  
c. The activities tor the grade ot A and B were designed 
in some cases to challenge a student • s  higher level o f  
thinkiag, such a s  analysis ,  sY*thesi s ,  and evaluation 
ot the concepts studied in the unit .  At all levels ,  
some activities were unstructured. The student himself 
had to create the materials or ideas to fulfill that 
obj ective. 
If a student in the contract group did not achieve 
the score he desired on a t est , he could re-take the t est 
within three days, with the additional require� that 
his score must be five points higher. Pbr example ,  1t a 
student contract ed tor an A but received 85 per cent 
on the unit test , he had three days to study and re-take 
the same test. But thi s  time his score had to be 9S 
per cent to quality tor the A. students in th e  control 
group did not have the option to re-take tests. 
If a student. in the contract group met th e require­
ment s for his or her grade ,but received a higher score 
on the unit t est, h e  or sh e  was allowed three extra days 
to fulfill the additional activities necessary for the 
higher grade. If a student in the contract group achi eved 
the desired grade for his or her contract but did not 
complete the necessary activities, one point per activity 
was subtracted from the test score. If the activities 
were handed in late ,  a half-point per activity was de­
ducted from the test mark. If any activity was deemed 
unacceptable by the investigator, it was returned to 
the student who was allowed to re-do the activity until 
satisfactory. 
Students in the experimental group were given ap­
proximately sixty per cent more free time during the 
class period to work on their activities for the con-
tract . Th ese students in the contract group were not 
told how to regulate their free class time and homework 
to achieve the obj ectives. That deci sion was left to 
them. They were informed that work handed in late 
( that is,  after the unit test ) would be penalized .  
In th e control group students were given daily 
assignments to meet these same obj ectives for the unit 
on imagery. Th e  instructor used daily recitation to 
check the progress o f  the control group toward tho se 
obj ectives. Students in the control group were not 
given a choice o f  grades to earn and were not allowed 
to retake tests. Students •  grades in the control group 
were assigned on the basi s o f  the scores on the 
I 
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achi evement test at the end o f  the unit . Students in 
this group had fewer choices to make in regards to 
regulating their class time to achieve the obj ectives. 
Those decisions were made for the students by the 
investigator. 
These same guidelines for Unit I applied to the 
two successive units.  
Th e  second unit , Figurative Language,  began on 
WednesdS¥ , May 6 and ended Tuesday, May 20 .  The same 
procedures for Unit I were followed for Unit II.  The 
only differences were in the obj ectives, Which were 
as follows : 
1 .  define figurative language. 
2 . recognize simile, metaphor, personifi cation in 
everyday language and in literature. 
3. recognize the purpo ses of figurative language 
in poetry and prose. 
4. generate original comparisons in writing. 
5 .  analyze the figurative language in given poems 
in the poetry texts. 
6. identify tone as it is revealed through figura­
tive language. 
, 7 .  recognize cliche. 
' , a .  tell why cli ch e  i s  ineffective in poetry. 
9.  write descriptions of persons, �laces,  or things, 
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using some figures of speech. 
The third unit,  Tone and Symbolism, began on Wed­
nesday, May 21 and ended Thursday, June 5 .  '!he guide­
lines for thi s  unit were the same as tho se described 
for Unit I .  The obj ectives for thi s unit were as 
follows : 
1 .  define tone, as it applies to literature. 
2 . tell how a person can identify tone in spoken 
and written communication. 
3. define the denotation and connotation of a word. 
4. give examples o f  words that have the same deno­
tation but different connotations and explain th e  dif-
ferences. 
5. identify tone in given poems .  
6 .  analyze tone a s  reveal'ed by figurative language ,  
rhythm, connotation o f  words, and imagery. 
?. define symboli sm. 
8. name symbols used in everyday life and explain 
how they operate as symbols. 
9 . analyze symboli sm in given poems.  
Both the experimental group and the control �up 
had the following constants : 
1 .  This investigator was the instructor for both 
groups. 
2.  Both groups met in the same room in Holley High 
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School , Boom 1 9 .  
3 .  Both groups met i n  the morning ; the control 
group met from 7 : 50 £A. M. until 8 : JS .A. M.  �nday through 
Friday, and the expe:l"imental group met on the same days 
from 8 :40 A. M.  until 9 : 20 A.M.  
4. Both groups were assigned the same t ext s .  
5.  Both groups had the same lectures , discussion 
topi cs and audio-vi sual materials .  
6 .  Both classes were approximat ely the same size,  
about twenty student s per class.  
7.  Both classes were heterogeneously mixed. No 
separation was made between Regents and !On-Regents students .  
SUMMARY 
In thi s  study, the nonrandomized control group 
pretest-po sttest design was used to determine cognitive 
and affective changes. Before the experiment began, the 
investigator compared the meari scores for IQ, Grade 
Point Average,  and Language Achievement Test of both 
the experimental and control groups . Th ere were no 
signi ficant differences between the two groups .  
This investigator developed an attitude scale to 
assess changes in affective behavior. Two tests were 
developed to measure cognitive changes . The Obj ective 
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Test consi sted of identification of certain element s of 
poetry and multiple choice questions based on poetic 
passages. The Subj ective Test required students to 
describe a picture of an old man. The pretest and the 
posttest were th e same wi th the exception of three test 
items on the Obj ective Test. 
Obj ectives for each poetry unit were the same for 
both classes. The control group was instructed by the 
daily-recitation method. Students in the control group 
were evaluated on the basi s of their scores for th e three 
unit tests. In -the experimental group, the contract 
plan of evaluation was used. If a student completed 
the required oQj ectives for a certain grade, he or she 
automatically received the grade for which he or she 
had contracted. Students in the contract group were 
allowed to re-do work and re-take tests until the 
desired goals were reached . 
The pretest and posttest were used exclusively to 
measure student atti tudes toward poetry and creative 
writing as well as knowledge of certain elements of 
poetry and creative writing.  These tests had no effect 
on the grade which student s received for that marking 
period in English .  
- � - - - --
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The purpose of thi s  study was to compare the eon­
tract plan of learning wi th the daily-reci tation plan 
i 
of learning to determine Which method would be aore 
effective in producing cognitive and affective growth 
in a high school poetry class. Thirty-nine student s 
enrolled in Engli sh 10 at Holley High School served as 
subJ ects for the study. Both the experimental group 
and the control group studied poetry and creative writing 
for seven weeks. An attitude scale to measure changes 
in th e affective domain was developed by thi s  investigator. 
The instrument to measure cognitive growth consi sted of 
two part s-- � Obj ective Tes� whi ch tested students •  
ability to identify and analyze certain elements o f  
poetry, and the Subj ective Tes� whi ch consi sted of 
creative wri,ing .  
The results of the stati stical analysis of the data 
from the experimental and control groups will be presented 
in thi s  chapter. The stati stical analysis will be divided 
into three sections. Th e  fir�t section will present the 
results of th e stati sti cal analysis o f  the attitUde scale. 
The second section will present the results o f  th e · �  
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statistical analysis or the Obj ective Test , the first 
part of the instrument to measure cognitive growth . The 
third section will present the results o f  the statistical 
analysis 'of the Subj ective Test , the second part of the 
instrument to measure cognit ive growth. 
in �ffective 
A two factor analysis of variance with repetition 
on one factor was used to analyze the data from the 
attitude scale. The compari son o f  the two classes com­
bined 'showed no significant difference in affective 
behavior between the administration of the pretest and 
the po sttest. ( F  = 0 . 10 ,  P >  . OS )  Also a compari son of 
th e  combined preteat and posttest scores o f  the two 
classes showed no signi ficant difference between the 
experimental group and the control group. ( F  = 1 . 97 ,  
P >  . OS )  ( See Table .III, page 76. ) 
In terms o r  the mean scores,  the control group 
increased its mean score on the attitude scale from 
63. 8 per cent to 6S. 7 per cent , reflecting a gain of 
1 . 9 percentage points.  Th e  experimental group also 
increased its mean score slightly , . �  percentage 
points .  ( See Table IV, page 76. ) However, th e sta­
tistical analysis of the results o r  the attitude scale 
revealed that the differences between the two groups 
<llanges Behavior 
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Table III 
Analysis of Variance--Attitude Scale 
Source of Variation DF Mean Squares F* 
Among Subj ects 
B 1 526 . 25 1 . 97 
Subj ects 31� . 266 . 84 
Within Subj ects 
<.. A 1 25. 97 0 . 1 0 
AB 1 1 2 . 77 0 . 05 
AS 37 252 . 56 
Total 77 19782 . 87 
* F must equal 4. 1 1  to be considered significant 
at the . 05 level. 
Table IV 
Mean Scores, Standard Deviations, and Estimated 
Standard Error of Means for the Atti tude 
Scale, Pretest and Po sttest 
· Pretest 
Mean SD Error 
Control Group 6 3. 81 16. 86 3. 77 
Experimental G� 69 . 83 1 5. 71 3. 81 
Post test 
Mean SD Error 
Control Group 65. 71 1 7 . 28 3. 86 
Experimental Group 70 . 1 1 1 1 . 87 2 . 87 
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cannot be considered significant. Also the slight in­
crease in mean scores made by both groups between the 
pretest and the posttest cannot be considered significant. 
The standard deviations for the attitude scale are 
relatively high , ranging from 11 . 8  to 17. 2 , indicating 
that the dispersement of scores from the mean score was 
rather wide for both classes, on the pretest and the 
post test . 
in Behavior 
Test . Agatn a two factor analysis of 
variance with repetition on one factor was used to ana­
lyze the data from the Obj ective Test. A comparison 
of the two classes combined showed a significant in­
crease in cognitive learning between the admini stration 
of the pretest and posttest . ( F  = 20. 11 ,  P < . 01 )  On 
the other hand, a comparison of the combined pretest 
and posttest scores of the two classes Showed no sig­
nificant difference between the experimental group and 
the control group. ( F  = 1 . 02 ,  P > . 05 ) ( See Table V, 
page 78. ) 
In terms of mean sco�es on the Obj ective Test , the 
control group increased its mean score by 4. 6 total 
points on the Obj ective Test. (Highest total points 
on the Obj ective Test equal 36 po ints. ) The experimental 
\ 
Changes Cognitive 
Objective 
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Table V 
Analysi s of Variance--Obj ec�ive Test 
Source of Variation DF Mean Squares p* 
Among SUbj ects 
B 1 37. 1 7  1 . 02 
. Within Subj ects 
A 1 744. 63 20 . 11 
AB 1 52 . 06 1 . 40 
AS 37 37 . 02 
Total 77 3547 . 29 
*p must equal 4 . 1 1  to be considered significant 
at the . 05 level . 
group made an even greater gain in terms of mean scores 
on the Obj ective Test between the pretest and the po st­
test--7. 9 points gained , almo st twice the gain of the 
control group. ( See Table VI, page 79. ) However, the 
statistical analysis of the results revealed that , while 
both groups made significant increases in cognitive 
learning, the difference between the two groups could 
not be considered significant . 
Standard deviations remained constant at approxi­
mately 6 point s ,  whi ch appeared �airly high for a total 
score of 36 point s .  ( See Table VI, page 79 . ) 
Table VI 
�ean Scores , Standard Deviations , and Estimated 
Standard Error of Means for the Obj ective 
Test , Pretest and Po st test 
Pretest 
Mean SD Error 
Control Group 1 3  • .52 ,5. 6.5 1 . 26 
Experimental Group 1 0  • .50 ,5. 60 1 . )5 
Post test 
Mean SD Error 
Control Group 18. 1 9  6. 56 1 . 47 
Experimental Group 1 8 . 44 5. 64 1 . 37 
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Test . Again a two factor analysi s of 
variance with repetition on one factor was used to ana­
lyze the data from the Subj ective Test , the portion of 
the test which involved creative writing. A comparison 
of the combined scores o f  the two classes showed no 
significant differences between the admini stration of 
the pretest and the posttest. ( F  = 2. :32, i> . 0.5 ) On 
the other hand , a comparison of the combined scores o f  
the two classes showed a significant difference between 
the experimental group and the control g�up . 
Subjective 
so 
(F == 4. 1 9 ,  p < . 0.5 )  
Table VII 
Analysi s o� Variance--Subj ective Test 
Source of Variation DF Mean Squares p* 
Among Subj ect s  
B 1 243. 96 4. 1 9* 
Subj ects 37 .58. 20 
Within Subj ects 
A 1 123 . 12 2 . 32 
A.B 1 1.57. 36 2 . 97 
AS 37 .52 . 8.5 
Total 77 4633 • .54 
*p must equal 4. 1 1 to be considered signifi cant 
at th e . 0.5 level . 
Table VII shows that there was a significant difference 
between the two classes on the Subj ective Test . 
( F  = 4 . 1 9 ,  P < . 0.5 ) However, the score which indicates 
level of interaction (AB)  i s  not high enough to be 
considered significant. ( F  = 2 . 97 ,  P > . OS )  Therefore 
one cannot conclude that the di fference between the 
two cla sses was due to the treatment . One can only 
conclude that there was a significant difference between 
the experimental group and the control group on 1the 
combined scores of the two classes. 
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In terms of mean scores the difference in gains 
between the two classes i s:ltnotable.  '!he control group 
averaged seven images on the pretest and twelve images 
on the posttest . The experimental group averaged six 
images on the pretest and remained constant at six images 
on the posttest . ( See Table VIII . ) Although the control 
group made a much larger �in than the experimental group 
on the SUbj ective Tes� the analysis of variance shows 
that the difference between the two classes cannot be 
attributed to the di fference in treatment . 
Standard deviations app�r. relatively high , almost 
equal to the mean score in every case . ( See Table VIII . ) 
Table VIII 
Mean Scores , Standard Deviations , and Estimated 
Standard Error o f  Means for the SUbj eoti ve 
Test , Pretest and Posttest 
Control Group 
Experimental Group 
Control Group 
Experimental Group 
Pretest 
Mean SD 
7 . 14 6 . 61 
6 . 44 5 . 65 
Po st test 
Mean SD 
12 . 29 1 0 . 04 
5 . 89 5. 27 
Error 
1 . 48 
1 . 37 
Error 
1 . 28 
2.24 
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SUMMARY 
The purpo se o f  thi s  study was to compare the con­
tract plan of learning with the daily-recitation plan 
of learning to det ermine which method would be more ef­
fective in producing cognitive and affective growth in 
a high school po etry class. An attitude seale to measare 
changes in the affective domain was developed by thi s  
investigator. Cognitive growth was measured by a two­
part t est. The Obj ective Test measured students •  ability 
to identify and analyze certain elements of poetry. The 
Subj ective Test measured students •  use o f  imagery in 
descriptive writing. A two factor analysis of variance 
with repetition on one factor was used to analyze the 
data from the attitude scale and the t est for cognitive 
growth . 
A comparison of the scores of the two classes on 
the attitude scale Showed no significant difference in 
affect ive behavior between the admini stration of the 
pretest and the po sttest . Also a compari son of the 
combined pretest and posttest scores of the two classes 
showed no significant difference between the experi­
mental group and the coatrol group. 
On the Obj ective Test , a compari son of the two 
classes combined showed a significant increase in 
� �- ---- - - - - � -
cognitive learning between the admini stration of  the 
pretest and the posttest. on the other hand, a compari son 
of the combined pretest and posttest scores of the two 
classes showed no significant difference between the 
experimental group and the control group. 
on the Subj ective Test, a comparison of the combined 
scores of the two classes showed no significant dif­
�erences between the admini stration of  the pretest and 
the posttest. Even though a comparison of  the combined 
scores of  the two classes showed a significant difference 
between the experimental group and the control group, the 
level of  interaction score indicates that this  difference 
could not be attributed to the treatment . 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS , 
CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In thi s  chapter the investigator will di scuss the 
result s of the experiment which were presented in Chapter 
IV. The di scussion of the results will be followed by 
conclusions and recommendations . 
Result s in the Affective Domain 
Fbr thi s  experiment , the second hypothesi s was that 
the two methods of evaluating students during a study of 
po ebry and creative writing would yi eld no significant 
di fference in s*udent attitudes teward poetry and creative 
writing. The result s of the stati stical analysi s for the 
attitude scale confirm thi s  hypothesi s .  Neither group 
significantly changed its atti tudes toward poetry and 
creative writing after a seven week study of poetry 
and creative writing. In thi s  study , the contract plan 
of learning was no different from the daily-recitation 
plan of learning in affecting the students '  att i tudes 
toward poetry and creative writing. This outcome was 
expected by thi s  investigator,  who felt that a signifi­
cant change in atti tude toward poetry and creative 
writing was unlikely aft er a seven-week time period . 
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Research of a longer duration might produce different 
result s. It should be noted also that the attitude 
scale measured attitudes toward poetry and creative 
writing. It i s  pos sible that students in this experiment 
may have changed their attitudes about methods o f  learning. 
Students in the experimental group may have changed th eir 
attitudes significantly toward a learning method that 
encourages them to take some reJponsibility for their 
own learning. However, thi s  attitude was not measured 
on the attitude scale for thi s  experiment . The inves­
tigator wanted to determine wh ether or not di fferent 
methods of learning would affect attitude toward subj ect 
matt er, not attitude toward learning method. 
This invest igator feels that it is important for 
teachers to be aware of how teaching methods affect 
attitudes. One must develop teaching methods wh ere 
cognitive learning correlates highly with positive affec­
tive development . Some interesting observations were 
made by thi s  investigator in tabulating the results of 
the Pilot Attitude Survey. On that survey, atat,ments 
numbered 2 , 6 ,  8 ,  13,  19 ,  21 , 2J, 36 ,  39, and 42 are 
statements concerned with how the student feels about 
creative writing. Fbr each one o f  these stat ements ,  
the average rating o f  both the low-scoring and hi§h-
sooring individuals was above 3 point s  and in mo st 
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cases closer to 4 points.  { See Appendix B, Item Analysis 
of Pilot Attitude Survey for Level o f  Di scrimination. ) 
To thi s  investigator, i t  was surpri sing that ,r,those 
students who felt negatively toward po etry and creative 
writing §bill felt that creative w�iting was fun and 
important (numbers 1 3  and 23 ) .  These same students 
felt that creative writing helped them improve their 
writing {number 6 ) .  ( It should be remembered that 
negative statement s ,  subh as number 6,  were awarded re­
verse points,  so a high score reveals a high positive 
attitude . )  On the o ther hand , statement number 45, " I  
like writing peemsn i s  one o f  the highest disriminators 
between high-scoring and low-scoring individuals.  
These results would lead one to con�lude that students 
in thi s  study who feel negatively toward po etry strongly 
di slike writing poems , but these same students enjoy 
creative writing. This investigator speculates that 
students in thi s  study who dislike poetry may have been 
required , in the past , to writ e poems with strict atten­
tion to rhythm and rhyme. Perhaps students in thi s  
experiment are no t  aware that free verse is  a type of 
poetry. From past teaching experi ence at Holley High 
School , thi s  investiagtor assumes that most students 
have not been exposed to free verse as much as oth er 
forms of poetry. Another possibility is that the word 
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11poem" in itself intimidates students when told they 
must write a poem. Based on th e results of the Pilot 
Attitude Survey , it would appear that most of the stu­
dents in thi s  experiment enjoy creative writing acti­
viti es, as long as the teacher does not t ell them they 
must write a poem. This investigator feel s  that the 
implications for thi s  observation are important .  Con­
fronted with students Who share the attitudes of the 
students in thi s  study, a teach er who wants students to 
feel posibively toward poetry and creative writing can 
foster po sitive attitudes by using creative writing 
techniques that do not initially require the finished 
product to be in th e form o f  a po em. 
'fwo additional stat ement s on the Pilot Attitude 
Survey that were of interest to this investigator were 
number 24, which read , " l  <ftllnke reading poetry out 
out loud for oth ers to hear. " and number JJ , " l  like 
.. 
to read poetry out loud for others to hear. " Both the 
students with strong positive feelings toward poetry 
and th e students with strong negative feelings toward 
poetry in thi s  study tended to dislike reading poetry 
out loud for oth ers to hear. Evan the student s with 
strong positive feelings were, on the average, only 
willing to rat e those two statements as high as 3 points 
or 11undeoided . "  Apparently ,  based on the Pilot Attitude 
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Survey , past experi ences in which student s in thi s  study 
read poetry out loud were not enjoyable to tho se student s .  
It would b e  helpful t o  det ermine whether o r  not th ese 
student s feel thi s  way when reading their own wri ting, 
the writings o f  other student s ,  or th e wri tings of pro­
fessional po et s ,  or all three. Perhaps student s would 
enjoy hearing th eir own voices recorded by tape recorder 
reading th eir own writing, the writings of fellow class­
mates,  or the writings o f  professional po et s .  Perhaps 
they have never been expo sed to some o f  the excellent 
recorded readings done by po et s .  Dramati c  techniques 
wh ereby student s experiment with di fferent voices and 
gestures for the characters in the same and different 
poems could be interesting and pleasurable .  In any 
ease,  th i s  invest igator feels that i t  i s  important for 
student s to experi ence the beauty o f  spoken poetry , 
including free verse , and to develop po sitive attitudes 
toward suoh an activity. She also feels that there are 
teaching methods which oan foster po sit ive at titudes 
toward reading out loud for others to  hear. Th i s  
assumption could be the basis for fu�ther research . 
Result s in th e Domain 
The first hypothesi s of thi s  experiment was that 
th e two methods o f  evaluating students studying poetry 
Cogni tlve 
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and creative wri ting would yi eld no significant dif­
ference in the amount of knowledge acquired . The di s­
cussion or the results o f  the instrument to measure 
cognitive gro� will be divided into two sections. Th e  
first section will b e  concerned with the Obj ective Test . 
The second section will be concerned with th e Subj ect ive 
Test . 
The Test . The results of the statistical 
analysis of th e Obj ective Test , present ed in Chapter IV, 
confirm the hypoth esi s tor cogni tive behavior. The 
growth of the control group was not signifi cantly di f­
ferent� from that of the experimental group , as measured 
by the Obj ective Test . Both groups experienced a sig­
nificant increase on the Obj ective Test.  Even though 
there was no signi ficant difference between th e two groups 
in terms of stati stical results ,  there was an interesting 
trend in relation to the mean scores of th e two groups .  
At the beginning o f  the experiment , the mean score o f  
the control group was three point s o r  eight per cent 
higher than the experimental group mean score. At the 
end of the experiment , the mean score o f  the experimental 
group equalled that o f  the control group. ( See Table VI , 
page 79. ) In terms of mean scores , the experimental 
group made greater gains than the control group. Thi s  
trend , however, wa s  not strong enough to be considered 
ObJeet1ve 
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significant . The score to indicate level of interaction 
between the two groups (AB)  was too low to attribute the 
difference to the different treatments ( F  = 1 . 40 ) .  ( See 
Table V, 9 page 78. ) Even though the difference between 
the experimental group and the control group on the 
Obj ective Test was not stati stically significant , thi s  
investigator feels it would be imper*ant to determine 
Whether such a trend would continue an4 take on sig­
nificance after a longer period o f  time. It ta�es time 
for students to adjust to a new method of learning. In 
a situation such as a contract plan of lear ning, perhaps 
it i s  necessary for the student to see his or her earned 
mark on the printed report card in order for him or her 
to believe that there will be a direct correlation 
between work achi eved and markes received on the report 
card. 
Another consideration in relation to the results of 
the Obj ective Test is the reliability of the Obj ect ive 
Test . The reliability scores for thi s  test range from 
. 69 to . 82.  These scores are not as high as the reliabil­
ity scores of mo st standardized test s .  Perhaps the 
differences between the two groups in thi s  study would 
be even greater if measured by an instrument with a 
higher reliability. 
In any case , for thi s  experiment both groups made 
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significant gains on the Obj ective Test . In terms o f  
mean scores , the experimental group made more gains than 
the control group. However, the differences between the 
two groups were not significant. 
Test. Th e  results o f  the statistical 
analysis of the SUbj ective Test confirm the hypothesi s .  
Although there was a significant difference between the 
experimental group and the control group in the amount 
of imagery used in descriptive writing, the level o f  
interaction (AB) , i s not h i gh  enough to be considered 
significant at the . 05 level. The difference between 
the two groups , ther�fore , cannot be attributed to the 
treatment s.  However, the level o f  interaction i s  sig­
nifi cant ati:�th e  . 1 0 level. ( F  must equal 2 . 85 to be 
considered signifi cant at�the . 10 level. On the Sub­
j ective Test , F = 2 . 97 for level of interaction. See 
Table VII ,  page 80 . ) Th ere i s  a s•rong probability , 
therefore , that the daily-recitation plan of learning 
was responsible for producing greater gains in the 
amount o f  images used 1n descriptive writing in thi s  
experiment . At the . 05 level, which was the accepted 
level tor significance in thi s  study, the difference 
between the two classes i s  not significant . 
Th e  mean scores o f  both groups on the Subj ective 
Test reveal that the control group went from an average 
Subjective 
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of seven images per description to an average of twelve 
images per description, while th e experimental group 
actually made a slight debline in the average use of 
imagery, going from 6 . 4  to 5. 9 images per descriptive 
passage. This investigator made an observation in tabu­
lating the results of the creative writing whi ch she feels 
i s  important . The low use of imagery on the part of the 
experimental group on th e posttest may reflect a lack 
of enthusiasm and a weariness for writing of any kind. 
Student s in the contract group not only used less imagery 
in their writing on the po sttest , but they tended to 
write less th�n they did on the pretest . Descriptions 
on the po sttest by the contract group seemed terse and 
lifeless. One boy, who is vi ewed as highly creative by 
this investigator, responded to the c�eative writing 
by writing h e  was sorry but he dould not generate any 
feeling toward the picture. On the pretest his response 
was profuse and vi�id ,  with many instances of specific 
imagery. The same observation was true for o thers , but 
not to the same extent as with thi s one particular stu­
dent . This investigator speculates that th e result o f  
lower use of imagery i n  writing for the contract group 
came about because the contract students were required 
to fulfill almo st all the requirements of their contract 
in writing. Since their progress was not checked by 
l 
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daily-recita�i9n , _ i� was mon�tored through writing and 
r���forced by individual student-teacher conferences as 
time allowed. Student s must have felt weary at times 
with the amount of writing. The investigator can readily 
att est that the checking of written assignment s made her 
feel that her role had degenerated to that of a clerk. 
Although thi s  weariness did not mani fest itself in the 
students •  attitudes toward poetry and creative writing ,  
perhaps i t  i s  manifested i n  the portion of the test 
that measured the use of imagery. In thi s  case,  students 
in the contract group used less imagery and wrote less 
perhaps because of the inordinate amount of writing 
required by the contract method used in thi s  study . 
I 
Another reason for weariness ,  and a much more 
important consideration in a contract plan of learning , 
i s  the way the contract was used in thi s  study. Students 
were involved in deciding what grade to earn, and in 
the cases where activiti es were unstructured , they were 
required to create the activi ty ;  but thi s  investigator 
feels that students were not involved enough in deciding 
how to fulfill th e requirements of the contract . Thi s 
element was left too much to chance. Not enough encourage­
ment or guidance was given to students in thi s  direction. 
Al so student s were limited in determining learning obj ec­
tives. Students in the contract group were only allowed 
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to det ermine how many obj ectives beyond th e minimum they 
wish ed to pursue. Student s contracting for the minimum 
had even fewer deci sions to make concerning learning 
obj ectives. As a result , students tended to accept the 
requirements as a " job" to be done and perhaps did not 
have the time or ability to give thought to the more 
creative activities in the plan. Weariness and bo.redom 
would be natural results o f  such conditions . Bockman 
and Bockman sAid the same when they stressed the impor­
tance of th e contract as a pro cess , ., not as a product .  
A bri ef summary of the ideas of the Bockmans would in­
clude these ideas. Used as process , the contract plan of 
learning involves th e student directly in deciding his 
or her own learning obj ectives. Together, t each er and 
student carefully set goals and determine specifi c  limi­
tations , such as activities,  conditions of evaluation, 
and deadlines. The of contracting contributes 
to the potential for int ellectual growth and to learner 
sati sfaction. When used as product , the contract becomes 
a seri es o f  jobs and requirements handed down to th e stu­
dent by th e teacher. The student i s  deprived ,of the 
essential role o f  determining learning obj ectives. Used 
as the contract plan contributes little to 
intellectual growth and is  pot entially a; source of con­
siderable di ssati sfaction. The Bockmans added that 
process 
product, 
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when the contract is used as product , the contract has the 
potential to dehumanize and depersonalize the lea�ning pro­
cess . 1 The investigator feels that , to some extent , the 
contract was used as product and contributed to a feeling 
of weariness on the part o f  students in the experimental 
group in thi s  study. Th e  investigator also feels that the 
mean scores of th e contract group on the Subj ect Test re­
flect , not so much an ability to use imagery but , a feeling 
of weariness toward any kind o f  wri ting. 
Further evidence of weariness on the part of the 
experimental group might be reflected in the pattern 
of complet ed contracts .  Enthusiasm for completing the 
contracts was at i ts highest level during the initial 
unit ,  i f  one looks at completed contracts.  Fbr Unit I,  
student contracts and actual grade� earned are as follows : 
Contract Actual earned 
A =  8 A =  6 
B =  6 B =  7 
c = c = 2 
Total 18 D = 2 
F = . 1 
TdJtal 18 
Bo ckman and Valerie Bockman, " Contracting for 
Learning outcomes : Potentialities and Limitations , "  National 
Association o f  School Volume 57 , 
pp. 
------ grade _____ _ 
4 
See2ndar1 ______ Principals, 
February. i9?j, 17-26. 
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Pbr Unit I, four students received a mark lower than de­
sired on the contract. One student actually received a 
mark higher than his contracted grade, and one student took 
the unit t est a second time to rai se her final mark. 
Fbr UAit II,  the number o f  unfulfilled contracts 
ro se. The contracts and grades earned for Uni t  II are 
as follows : 
Corttraot 
A •  10 
B =  2 
c = 
Total 18 
Actual 
A = 4 
B =  3 
c .  6 
D •  2 
Total 18 
earned 
Fbr Unit II , ten students earned marks lower than they 
desired on the contract. Only two students took advan­
tage of �ing the unit test a second t1.me to rai se 
their final marks tor the unit. 
For Unit III,  the same trend toward unfulfilled 
contract s continued. 
Contract Actual earned 
A = 8 A = 4 
B = 3 B =  5 
c = 6 c = 4 
none = 1 D = 1 
Total 18 ¥ = 4  
Total 18 
_____ grade ------
5 
F = 3 
--~- grade -------
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For Unit III , eight student s earned a mark lower than 
they had initially agreed to earn. One student earned 
a higher mark than initially desired, and one student 
decided to take th e unit test a second time for a higher 
mark .  
This investigator reels that the contract plan does 
have value as a learning method. It does take into account 
individual differences in learning. It does make obj ectives 
clear to students and t eacher alike. It does place more or 
the responsibility for learning on th e  student . Grading 
becomes more obj ective ; the student knows what i s  required 
for each grade. The contract plan has the potential to 
give students more freedom or choice in what to learn 
and how to learn. However, in this experiment , the in­
vestigator feels that the contract process should have 
been altered after the first unit.  After students were 
exposed to one unit ,  they were familiar with th e  operation 
of thi s  new learning method .  At thi s  time, students 
could have profited from being involved in determining 
some learning obj ectives, with the h elp or the teach er. 
Student s could have been guided and encouraged to consider 
their own particular strengths and weaknesses, and sub­
sequent ways to complete th eir contracts. It should be 
noted that such an approach might require more time and 
experti se. This investigator questions whether most l 
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c]!Assroom teachers have enough skill in thi s  area to guide 
this kind o f  learning. 
"''' 
The alternative way , however, of using the contract 
as a product instead of a process has the potential to 
dehumanize the learning process. In thi s  case,  this 
investigator feels the contract was used too much as a 
product and not enough as a process. Even though some 
activities were unstructured , these activities were not 
always required and therefore not chosen by enough stu­
dents. Th e  decline in the use of imagery in descriptive 
writing on the part of the contract student s and the 
increasing number of unfulfilled contracts as the experi­
ment continued are seen by thi s  investigator as evidence 
that the contract was used too much as product and not 
enough as pr,ocess, The investigator also speculates 
that s'b.udents became somewhat weary with the contract 
plan as it was used in thi s  study and that thi s  weariness 
is reflected in the results of the Subj ective Test and 
also in the pattern o f  uncompleted contracts. 
CONCLUSIONS 
After a seven-week study o f  poetry and creative 
writing, student s in the control group and students in 
the experimental group showed no signific�nt differences 
when compared . This result was true for both the affective 
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and cognitive domains . Some interesting trends occurred , 
a�though these trends were not statistically signifi cant . 
In terms of mean scores the contract group showed a 
greater gain in know�edge of e�ements of poetry than the 
contro� group. Di fferences between the control group 
and the experimenta� group in the use of imagery on the 
Subj ective Test were perhaps due to the inordinate amount 
of writ ing required by the contract p�an of learning in 
thi s  study . 
Thi s investigator concludes that the contract plan 
does have value as a learning instrument . The contract 
plan does take into acco� individual differences in 
learning. It does make obj ectives clear to students and 
teacher a�ike. Th e  contract p�an p�aces more of the 
responsibility for learning on the student . Grading 
becomes more obj ective. The contract plan has the 
potentia� to give students more freedom of choice in what 
to learn and how to �earn. 
The contract p�an has the di sadvantage of reducing 
the amount o f  socia� int eraction between student s .  Also 
a contract p�an 1n which student s have no · �le in deter­
mining learning obj ectives has the potentia� to dehumanize 
and depersonalize th e learning process. Used in thi s  
manner, th e contract can become nothing more than a seri es 
of jobs handed down to the student by the teacher. 
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Enthusiasm for learning can be dimini shed when the 
contract plan does not encourage students to be in­
volved in determining learning obj ectives , with the 
help of the teach er. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 .  It i s  recommended that a similar study be conducted 
in which students using th e  contract plan are directly 
involved in determining some learning obj ectives ,  
with the help o f  the teach er. 
2 .  It i s  recommended that di fferent methods be compared 
to th e contract plan, using a type of comtract plan 
1n which students are directly involved in determining 
some learning obj ectives,  with the help o f  th e teacher. 
J.  It i s  recommended that a similar study be conducted 
in Which a contract plan i s  alternated with the daily­
recitation plan. 
4. It  1 s  recommended that a similar study be conducted 
to examine the long range effects of the contract 
and daily-recitation methods on cogni tive and affec­
tive behaviors. 
5. It i s  recommended that a similar study be conducted 
comparing students who have previously taken a contract 
course to tho se who are taking a contract course for 
the first t ime. 
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6. It is recommended that a similar study be conducted 
to examine other effects on writing. 
7 .  It i s  recommended that a similar study be conducted 
to determine how a contract plan in which students 
determine some learning obj ectives, with the h elp 
of th e teacher, affect s self-image and self-reliance. 
SUMMARY 
The hypothesi s for affective behavior in this study 
was confirmed. After a seven-week study o f  poetry and 
creative writing ,  neither the control group nor the 
experimental group significantly changed their atti tudes 
toward poetry and creative writing on the attitude scale 
developed by thi s investigator for thi s  study. Th i s  
result was expected b y  thi s  investigator wh o  reels that 
atti tudes are formed over longer periods o f  time. In 
tabulating the results of th e Pilot Attitude Survey , the 
investigator found that students who had an overall 
negative reaction to poetry on the attitude survey still 
1nd1cated that they enjoyed creative writing and considered 
i t  important. Also , students who said they di sliked 
writing poems indi cated that they enjoyed creative writing 
activiti es. Another observation from the Pilo t Attitude 
Survey was that mo st students said they disliked reading 
poetry out loud ror others to h ear. 
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The results of the Obj ective Test confirm the hypo­
thesis for cogni tive behavior. Both groups made signifi­
cant gains in cognitive learning. There were no signifi­
cant differences between the two groups on the Obj ective 
Test . In' t erms of mean scores ,  there was a trend which 
favored the experimental group, whiCh made greater gains 
than the control group. '!his trend, however, was not 
stati sti cally significant. 
The results of the Subj ective Test reveal that 
although there was a significant difference between the 
two groups, thi s  difference could not be attributed to 
the difference in treatments.  '!here i s  a strong probability 
that the greater gains in use of imagery made by the con­
trol group resulted because of the treatment (daily­
recitation plan) .  However, thi s  probability i s  signifi­
cant only at the . 10 level of significance .  Thi s inves­
tigator speculates that the decline in the use of imagery 
and the increasing number o f  unfulfilled contracts by the 
experimental group are reflections o f  weariness on the 
part of the contract group. The investigator speculates 
further that thi s  weariness resulted because the contract 
itself was used more as a product and less as a process. 
The contract plan has value as a learning method. 
Under the contract method, individual differences are 
taken into accouaz, the student must take more responsibility 
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for learning� obj ectives are clear, and grading becomes 
less arbitrary. The contract plan has thei�potential to 
give students freedom of choice in what to learn and how 
to learn, within an accepted framework. Th e  contract plan 
has the di sadvantage of decreasing so cial interaction. 
Also the plan Which uses the contract as nothing more than 
a ser1es or 3obs to be com�1eted contr1butes �1tt�e to 
intellectual growth and can dimini sh learner sati sfaction. 
Further research could produce more conclusive 
result s concerning the effectiveness of the contract 
plan as a learning method . 
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A :  Pilot Attitude 
This i s  not a test . Your answers will remain anonymous .  
No names please. Be honest with your answers. Indicate 
the degree to which you agree or di sagree with the following 
statements .  For example ,  the statement might be , 11 School 
i s  boring. 11 If you strongly agree ,  your answer will look 
like thi s :  
School i s  boring. 
Strongly 
agree Agree 
4 
Undeci- Di sa- Strongly 
ded gree di sag�e 
2 1 
On the other hand , i f  you di sagree with that statement , your 
answer will look like thi s :  
. 
School i s  boring. 5 4 1 
If you have- any questions about th i s  survey, please ask the 
teacher. 
Strongly Un:deci- Di sa- Strongly 
agree Agree ded gree di sagree 
1 .  I like poetry. 5 4 3 2 1 
2 .  Wr�ting down thoughts and 
feelings i s  stupid. 5 4 3 2 1 
3 . Poetry i s  fun to read. 5 4 3 2 1 
4. Li stening to o ther people 
read poems i s  boring. 5 4 3 2 1 
5. Poetry i s  important . 5 4 3 2 1 
6 .  Creative writing do es 
not help m� improve 
4 2 1 my writing. 5 3 
7 . Reading poetry i s  
relaxing to me. 5 4 3 2 1 
Appendix Survey 
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Strongly Undeci- Disa- Strongly 
agree Agree ded gree di sagree 
a. I dislike putting my 
feelings into written 
words. .5 4 2 1 
9. I admire persons who 
write poems to earn 
a living. .5 4 2 1 
10.  Tenth grade English 
would be a better program 
without poetry. .5 4 2 1 
1 1 . I enjoy hearing poetry 
read out loud by t others. .5 4 2 1 r 
12 .  I di slike learning 
about poetry. .5 4 2 1 
1 3 . Creative writing 
i s  fun. .5 4 3 2 1 
14. Poetry is boring 
to read. .5 4 2 1 
1 .5. I enjoy writing 
comparisons of things 
which are not alike. .5 4 2 1 
1 6 .  I dislike reading 
poems .  .5 4 2 1 
1 7 .  I feel it  is  useful 
to study and learn 
more about poetry. .5 4 2 1 
18.  The only .reason students 
read poetry i s  because 
they have to . .5 4 3 2 1 
1 9 .  Creative writers are 
important. .5 4 3 2 1 
20.  I ha. te poetry. .5 4 3 2 1 
21 . I like to write descriptions 
of people and places. .5 4 3 2 1 
3 
3 
J 
3 
3 
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Strongly Undeci- Di sa- Strongly 
agree Agree ded gree disagree 
22 . People who write poems 
add nothing of value 
to the world. 5 4 2 1 
23. Creative writing is  
important . 5 4 2 1 
24. I dislike reading poetry out 
loud for others to hear. 5 4 3 2 1 
25. I enjoy studying poetry. 5 4 3 2 1 
26. People Who write down their 
feelings are dumb. 5 4 3 2 1 
27 .  Poetry is useful. 5 4 3 2 1 
28.  Poetry i s  the worst part 
of studying English. 5 4 2 1 
29. I enjoy writing down 
my feelings. 5 4 2 1 
30 . I feel it is  of no value 
to study poetry. 5 4 3 2 1 
J1 .  Poets give me insight 
about life. 5 4 3 2 1 
32 .  Poets are weird. 5 4 J 2 1 
33. I like to read poetry 
out loud for others 
to hear. 5 4 2 1 
34. Poetry i s  the best part 
of studying Engli sh .  5 4 2 1 
35. Poetry is a waste 
of time. 5 4 2 1 
36.  Creative writing 
helps me become a 
4 1 better writer. 5 
37. I dislike comparing 
things which are not 
4 2 1 alike. 3 
; 
3 2 
5 
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Strong�y Undeci- Disa- Strongly 
agree Agree ded gree disagree 
38. I enjoy reading poems 
for pleasure. s 4 2 1 
39. Writing descriptions of 
people and places seems 
like a useless activity 
to me. s 4 3 2 1 
40. Poetry i s  interesting. 5 4 3 2 1 
4-1 . Poetry 1s not 1mportant. S 4 3 2 1 
42 . Creative writing is 
boring. s 4 2 1 
43. People who like poetry 
are weird. s 4 3 2 1 
44. I like writing poems. s 4 3 2 1 
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�:  � 2!. Pilot Attitude 
!2t Level 2! Di scrimination 
Statements from to1al. ptG aardsl total pt& a-.ude:l 
Pilot Attitude l::U the eleven l.ow- by the eleven h1fP-
students 
*1 .  I like poetry. 20 45 25* 
2 .  Writing down thoughts and 
feelings i s  stupid .  36 49 1 3  
*3 .  Poetry i s  fun to read. 1 8  44 26* 
*4. L! stening to other people 
22* read poems is boring. 22 44 
*5. Poetry is important. 1 5 31 16* 
6 . Creative writing does not 
help me improve my writing. 39 48 ?. 9 
*7. Reading poetry is  relaxing • 
22* to me. 1 5 :37 
a. I di slike putting my feelings 
into written words •. :39 47 8 
9 . I admire persons who write 
poems to earn a living. 30 41 11 
*1o.  Tenth grade Engli sh would 
be a better program without 
poetry. 21 45 24* 
*11 .  I enjoy hearing poetry read 
23* out loud by others. 22 45 
*1 2 .  I di slike learning about 
28* poetry. 19 47 
1 3 .  Creative writing i s  tun. 39 45 6 
*14. Po etry i s  boring to read. 18  49 :31 * 
*indicat es statement was retained for the final attitude scale 
because o f  high discrimination between low-scoring and high-
scoring individuals. 
Surve;r 
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Statements from to1al pta. aErded total pta awarded 
by the eleven higl-Pilot Attitude by the eleven low-
students students d1N' erence 
1 5. 
*16 .  
*17 .  
18.  
19.  
* 20 . 
21 . 
22 . 
23.  
24. 
*25. 
*26. 
27 .  
*28.  
I enjoy writing compari sons 
of  things which are 
not alike. 31 
I dislike reading poems. 22 
I feel it is useful to study 
and learn more about poetry. 21 
The only reason students 
read poetry i s  because 
they have to. 31 
Creative writers are 
important . 33 
I hate poetry 20 
I like .to write descriptions 
of people and places. 34 
People who write poems add 
nothing of value to world. 38 
Creative writing i s  1m-
portant. 39 
I di slike reading poetry 
out loud for others to 
hear. 17 
I enjoy studying poetry. 19  
People who write down 
their feelings are dumb. 27  
Poetry is useful. 28 
Poetry is the worst part 
of studying English.  18  
�9. :I enjoy writing down my 
29 �S'lfiA:ngs • 
44 13 
44 22* 
42 21* 
42 11  
45 12  
51 31* 
41 •'7 
52 14 
48 9 
36 19 
45 26* 
49 22* 
43 1 5 
51 33* 
44 15 
*indicates statement was retained for the final attitude seale 
because of high discrimination between low-scoring and high-
scoring individuals. 
Survey ""'1.ing 
1 1 5  
total pta awarded 
1:U th e  eleven high-
Statements from 
Pilot Attitude 
tx>tal pta EDBtdai 
by the Eieven low­
students students <11.fi'erE1103 
*30--. I feel it i s  of  no value 
to study poetry. 22 
31 . Poets give me insight 
about life. 23 
32. Poets are weird. 33 
33 . I like to read poetry out 
loud for o thers to�hear. 23 
34. Poetry is  the best part of 
studying Engli sh.  13  
*35. Poetry i s  a waste of  time. 24 
36. Creative writing helps me 
become a better writer. 37 
37. I dislike comparing things 
which are not alike. 29 
*38. I enjoy reading poems 
for pleasure. 25 
39 . Writing descriptions of 
people and places seems 
like a useless activity 
to me. J8 
*4o . Poetry is  interesting. 1 7  
41 . Poetry is  not important . 30 
42: Creative writing is  boring. 36 
43 . People who like paetry are 
weird. 41 
*44. I like writing poems .  15  
39 
51 
29 
29 
50 
47 
46 
45 
48 
47 
48 
47 
52 
45 
*indicates statement was retained for the final attitude seale 
because of  high discrimination between low-scoring and high­
scoring individuals . 
16  
18 
6 
1 6  
26* 
10  
17  
2o* 
10 
JO* 
18  
11  
11 
JO* 
Survey soori.ng 
49 27* 
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C :  Attitude Scale 
� sted below are twenty statements about poetry. �r 
each statement indicate how you feel about that statement 
by circling one of the five numb ers. 
For example ,  the statement !light be, n school is boring� " 
If you strongly agree ,  your answer will look like thi s :  
Strongly Undeci- Disa.-
agree Agree ded gree 
School i s  boring. ® 4 3 2 
On the oth er hand, i f  you di sagree , but not strongly-, your 
answer would look like this : 
School i s  boring. 5 4 3 ® 
Strongly 
disagree 
1 
1 
If you have any questions about thi s  survey, please ask the 
teacher. 
Strongly Undeci- Di sa- Strongly , 
agree Agree ded gree disagree 
1 .  I like po etry. 
2 .  I feel it is o f  no value 
to study poetry. 
3 . Poetry is fun to read. 
4. Poetry i s  a. waste o f  
time. 
5. I enjoy reading poems 
for pleasure. 
6 . Tenth grade English 
would be a better program 
5 
; 
5 
5 
without poetry. 5 
7 .  Poetry is interesting. ; 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 3 2 1 
4 1 
4 2 1 
4 2 1 
Appendix_ 
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Strongly Undeci- Disa- Strongl.y 
agree Agree ded gree disagree 
8 .  �stening to other peopl.e 
read poems i s  boring. 5 4 3 2 1 
9.  I feel it  1s useful to 
study and learn more 
about poetry. 5 4 2 1 
10 .  I hate poetry. 5 4 2 1 
1 1 .  I like writing po ems. 5 4 2 1 
1 2 .  Poetry i s  boring to read. 5 4 2 1 
1 3. I enjoy studying poetry. 5 4 3 2 1 
14. I dislike reading poems. 5 4 3 2 1 
1 5 . I enjoy hearing poetry 
read out loud by oth ers . 5 4 2 1 
16.  People who write down their 
feelings are dumb. 5 4 3 2 1 
1 7 .  Reading poems i s  relaxing 
to me. 5 4 2 1 
1 8 .  Poetry i s  the worst part 
of studying Eng�i sh .  5 4 3 2 1 
19.  Poetry 1s important . 5 4 2 1 
20. I dislike learning about 
poetry. 5 4 3 2 1 
.'.l 
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Writ ten below are t en Short passages .  First circle the 
number o f  each passage that contains language. 
underline the figurative language in tho se passages 
you selected. above each figure of speech that you 
have underlined·; writ e  doWB what kind of figurative language 
i s  being used.  
Ex:ample :  
me+a p h or @ She i s  a 
1 .  Down in the drowsy town, the streetlamps ¥awn and nod .  
2. In the grass and the grain; beside the road , and in some 
places scattered over the road, there were many papers. 
3 . It seems to me that I am the lo st piece o f  that j igsaw 
puzzle accidentally fallen into the wrong box. 
4. The big white computer devoured the roll o f  white paper 
that Mr. Jones put into its  dark mouth . 
5 . Adam didn ' t  really hear the last sentence .  His shoulders 
slumped , his  eyes grew mi sty, and hi s gaze went to the 
ground. Th e  smile left his  lips as he trudged acro ss 
the street to his  tenement. 
6 .  I am a snowflake ,  falling silently to earth . One in a 
million or a billion more. 
7. You knew it was time to be careful when Nancy • s voice 
became velvet . 
8 .  When I stepped out into the bright sunlight from th e 
darkness of the movie house, I had only two things on 
my mind : Paul Newman and a ride home. . 
Append.in ObJeot1ve 
figurative 
Second 
Third 
doll-1 
9. The yellow fog rubs its back upon the window panes . 
10 . Her no se looks like a little wh ite onion. 
Circle � letter 2! � � _an:::.;sw:;.;;;.;::e;:.r. 
1 1 . Cl1ch� could best be defined as : 
a )  language llhich shews the speaker• s attitude 
toward himself or his subj ect matter. 
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b)  giving human qualities to an obj ect , an animal , 
or an idea. 
c) the dictionary definition of a word. 
d )  a stale·, over-used compari son. 
e )  a statement that contradicts itself. 
12. Personification i s : 
a )  giving a person the qualiti es o f  an obj ect or 
an idea. 
b )  the speaker' s attitude toward his subj ect matter. 
c )  the emotional feelings behin4 a particular word. 
d )  a figurative way of speaking. 
e )  a Short form of poetry. 
Test items 13 -- 1 7  are based on th e poem 11Wash" 
Fbr seven days 1t rained that June ; 
A storm· half out to sea kept turning around like a dog 
trying to settle himself on a rug; 
We were the fleas that complained 1n his hair. 
On the eighth day, before I had risen·; 
My neighbors • clothes had rushed into all the back yards 
And lifted up their ar.ms in pr-aise. 
From an upstairs window it seemed prehistori cal : 
Through the sheds and fences and vegetable gardens", 
Worksh1rts and nightgowns , long- soaked in the cellar, 
Underpants; striped towels , diapers, child ' s  overalls ,  
Bibs and black bras throng the sunshine 
With hosannas of cotton and halleluia.hs o f  wool. 
by John· Updike 
WASH 
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13.  The people in the first stanza 
a )  are unhappy. 
b )  complain to the dog. 
c )  have fleas. 
d )  are turned around , 
e )  are sitting on the rug. 
14. '!h ere i s  a change in the weather in 
a )  the first stanza. 
b )  the second stanza. 
c )  between the second and third stanza. 
d )  between th e third and fourth stanza. 
1 5 .  In the second , third, and fourth stanzas the speaker 
i s  describing 
a )  his  idea of heaven. 
b )  clothes hung out to dry. 
c )  people ru8hing out to sunbathe 
d )  his  neighbors ' singing and dancing. 
16 . In the last line the speaker describes what h e  sees 
as though it were a 
a ) church service. 
b) madhouse. 
c )  wash house. 
d) friendly neighborhood. 
1 7 .  Row does the speaker feel about what h e  sees? 
a )  Sad and di scouraged, 
b )  Pleased and amazed.  
c )  Angry and frustrated, 
d ) Unconcerned and bored. 
Test items 1 8  and 1 9  are based on " Dust of Snow. " 
'!he way a crow 
Shook down on me 
The dust of sncnr 
From a hemlock tree 
Has given my heart 
A change o f  mood 
And saved some part 
Of a day I had rued. 
by Robert Fro st 
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18. The speaker ·in ·this poem seems to feel 
a )  annoyed. 
b )  angry 
c )  sorrowful. 
d )  relieved. 
19.  Which one of the following statements best supports 
your answer to question #18? 
a )  Words like ncrow" (line 1 ) ,  "dust " (line 3 ) 
and 11tree" (Line 4: )  show the speaker ' s  feelings. 
b )  The picture of the crow i s  so ridiculous that 
it must have amused the speaker. 
c )  '!he fact that the speaker mentions his heart 
(line 5 )  gives the poem its sentimental tone. 
d )  In the second stanza the speaker tells us how 
he feels.  
Each of the following three short passages is  followed by 
two questions. Circle the letter of the best answer. 
She has new leaves 
After her dead flowers , 
�ke the little almond tree 
Which the frost burt . 
from "New JA:)ve"by Richard Aldington 
20. In this short passage , "dead flowers" refers to 
a )  the heartbreak that a new love can cause. 
b )  an unfortunate or unhappy experience that is  now past. 
c )  the time in the woman' s  life before she finds love. 
d )  a flowering t,ruit tree 1n spring. 
e )  the joy of dying. 
2 1 .  T.Be person Who wrote these lines probably believes 
that love i s  
a )  powerful 
b )  amusing 
c )  deadly 
d )  exasperating 
e )  always happy 
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: �. ,. This is the time when the blackbird opens up her drumfire, 
streams of soft-no sed dum-dums on the stunned fields. 
from trThe Black Booku by L. Durrell 
22.  In thi s  passage , "drumfire" refers to 
a )  a gun sho t .  
b )  th e roar o f  a cannon. 
c )  the roll of a snare drum. 
d )  the boom o f  a bass drum. 
e )  th e sound o f  the blackbird. 
23. Which one o f  th e following best describes the sound 
suggested in the lines above? 
a )  It is repeated several times . 
b )  It i s  simply one o f  many sounds. 
c )  It i s  un4omfortably loud. 
d )  It i sn ' t  heard by anyone. 
e )  It frightens the birds . 
The moon dwindled and thinned to the. fringe o f  a 
fingernail held to a candle • • •  
from "Moonri-seu by Gerard Hopkins 
24. In thi s  passage, the 111moon i s  a 
a )  harvest moon. 
b )  pale moon. 
c )  thin crescent moon. 
d )  full moon. 
e )  half moon. 
25. Th e  person who wrote th i s  passage seems to feel 
a )  j ealous . 
b )  bewildered 
c )  angry 
d )  joyous 
e )  thoughtful. 
Question #26 i s  based on the poem "The Road Not Taken" 
by Robert Fro st. 
lb.§. Road � Taken 
Two roads diverged 1n a yellow wood , 
And sorry I could not travel bo th 
And be one traveler, long I stood 
And looked down one as far as I could 
To where it  bent in the undergrowth ; 
Th en took the other, as just as fair, 
And having perhaps the better claim, 
Because it was grassy and wanted wear ; 
Though as for that th e passing there 
Had worn them really about the same , 
And both that morning equally lay 
In leaves no step had trodden black . 
Oh , I kept the first for another day l 
Yet !I knowing how way leads on to way , 
I doubted i f  I should · ever come back . 
I shall be telling thi s  with a sigh 
Smmewhere ages and ages h ence : 
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I­
I took the one less traveled by, 
And that has made all the di fference .  
by Robert Fro st 
26 . In th e poem 11The Road Not Taken, 1 1  choosing a road 
becomes a symbol for : 
a )  the choice between good and evil .  
12.3 
b) unimportant deci sions that everyone has to make .  
c )  making choices about things which look similar 
but wh i ch will result in different experi ences. 
d )  choo sing between things which look very different 
and bring similar experience s .  
e )  choosing a path i n  the forest . 
Test 1 tems 1 .3-25 were borrawed with permi ssion from the 
following test mat erials published by G1nn and company, from th e 
series : G1nn Inter�elated 1n Literature. 
ed . Alan Purves . 
Growth � 9 ,  ed . Alan Purves .  
________ , z, ed. Alan Purves . 
Responding: sr9iuenoe 
Charles cooper,"""'Ilra5nost1c Tests i.:Speoiric skiiis, !!., 
Pretest 
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�: � 
Describe what you see on page 27 of the book entitled 
Man in the Poetic Mode to a person who cannot see the 
Try to th e feeling of the picture in 
your description. 
Write your description on thi s  page. Use the back s1de 
1f necessary. 
Appendix Sub.1 eot1 ve 
p1cture1 capture 
E=  �--Posttest 
12.5 
The items on the O)j eet1ve Test--Posttest were identical 
to the Obj ective Test used in the Pretest with the exception 
o f  the last three items for which the following items were 
substituted .  ( See Appendix D :  Obj ective Test for the 
first twenty-three items on the test . ) 
�Uestions 24 and 2.5 are based on the following passage : 
To think to know the country and not know 
The hillside on the day the sun lets go 
Ten million silver lizards out o f  snow. 
by Robert Fro st 
24. The "Ten million silver lizards" are 
a )  snow flakes. 
b) melting wat er. 
e )  light reflect ed off snow. 
d )  snowbanks sparkling in the sunlight. 
e)  tree roots. 
2.5. How does the speaker seem to feel about the scene he i s  
describing? 
a )  He i s  Saddened by what he sees. 
b) He di slik.es what he sees. 
e )  He fears what he sees. 
d )  He is indifferent to what he sees . 
e )  He likes what he sees. 
Quest ion 26 is based on the following poem. 
� Brain Within � Groove 
The brain within its groove 
Runs evenly and true ; 
But let a splinter swerve , 
' Twere easier for you 
To put a current back 
When floods have slit the hil�s . 
And scooped a turnpike for themselves ,  
And trodden out the millsl  
by Emily Dickinson 
Appendix Objective 
-26 . In the above poem. what symbolic meaning might be 
associated wi th 11m11ls" ?  
a )  Fbrces that regulate our lives.  
b )  Destruction in our lives.  
c )  Evil �orces 1n life. 
�) Independence and freedom. 
e )  Choices in li fe .  
1 26 
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G :  � � Q! � Results 
Scores for Control Group* 
Att itude Scale Obj ective Test Sub jective Test 
Pretest Pretest Post test Pretest Posttest 
24 63 13  28 24 23 
36 67 11 25 9 1 9  
39 51 7 8 0 1 
44 39 14 23 19  2 
46 86 1 8  21 3 5 
54 57 19 14 12 17 
65 69 12 30 5 18 
6 5  45 19 12 13 5 
66 71 0 21 3 1 8  
6 6  78 19  1 2  18 20 
69 71 1 3  1 6  2 3 
69 72 23 1 7  2 14 
72 24 19 13 12 1 1  
72 82 15  20  6 12 
74 97 6 22 3 42 
79 75 20 1 7  4 8 
83 39 1 8  1 3  3 6 
92 66 13  29 1 25 
83  72 1 0  22 8 6 
74 82 7 13  1 0 
68 74 8 6 2 3 
*scores should be read vertically. There i s  no correlation 
when scores are read horizontally. 
Appendix 
Postteat 
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Scores for Experimental Group* 
Attitude Scale Obj ective Test Subj ective Test 
Pretest Post test Pretest Postt est Pretest Po st test 
46 75 6 1 7  6 2 
48 6 5  1 6  1 8  8 2 
49 83 1 7  23 4 7 
49 67 6 1 0  6 2 
6o  78 4 23 3 1 6  
64 80 4 1 8  4 3 
67 83 20 12 9 7 
71 74 1 1  25 1 1 2  
71 51 14 18 7 5 
72 80 7 1 0  1 1 8  
73 85 1 8  2 7  1 0  1 0  
79 59 0 1 5  22 3 
79 6 9  1 8  1 9  8 0 
80  47 6 27  1 9 
91 84 1 0  24 1 8  8 
96 57 1 3  20 6 1 
100 71 1 0  8 0 0 
62 54 9 1 8  2 1 
*scores should be read vertically. There i s  no correlation 
Wh en scores are read horizontally. 
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g:  Contract � 
!l!!ll ! 
Th i s  first unit will begin Tuesday, April 22 , and 
end Tuesday , May 6.  The unit test will be given Tuesday , 
May 6 .  You may t�e the unit t est earlier i f  you feel you 
are ready . Fbr thi s  unit ,  Exercises #10 and #1 1 have dead­
lines--Monday , April 28 for #1 0 and Monday, May 5 ,  for #11 .  
You may do them any time before those dates but they MUST 
be complet ed by tho se deadlines.  All work for the unit must 
be completed by Tuesday , �y. You will be penalized ror 
work handed in after that date .  
Read the minimum requirements for a grade o f  c. Look 
over some o f  th e exercises to get an idea what they are like.  
If you wish to earn an A or a B, read the guidelines. Then 
write your name and your intentions on a sheet o f  paper to 
be given to me on Tuesday , April 22 . 
c 
1 . Read introduction, li sten to lectures. 
2. Answer review questions,  exercise #1 . 
3 .  List images ,  di stingui sh between showing and t elling , 
exercise #2 . 
4. Write two o f  your own image s ,  exerci se #3 . 
5 .  Read five o f  the poems listed. Fbr each poem answer 
the questions given, exercise #4. 
Appendix Sample----
Imagery 
(70--79) 
---- - - -- - - -
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6. Write words to describe touch , a 11touoh inventory, "  
exercise #; . 
7 .  A signt inventory , exerci se #6. 
8.  Worksh eet on the difference between concrete and ab­
stract nouns, exerci se #7. 
9 .  Worksheet on specific and genera1 nouns , exercise #8 . 
1 0 .  Oomp1ete two sensory recordings , exerci ses _t/10 and #11 .  
( See dead1ines. )  
1 1 .  Verbs in your wri ting, exerci se #9. 
12.  Take part in class di scussions. 
The last minimum requirement is a grade of at least 70% 
on the unit test . If you do not earn 70% on the test , 
you may study and take the test over, but thi s second 
time you must earn at least 80% for a c. . 
The above are minimum requirements. If you wi sh to earn 
a -igh er grade, read the fo1lowing. 
B 
Complete a11 the minimum requirements ( same as those for 
a C ) and add the following : 
2 additional poems ( same li st as exercise #4 ) 
at least one extra activity (list i s  at the end o f  the 
uni t )  
80% on unit test {or 90% i f  taken over) 
A 
Complete all the minimum requirement s ( same as those for 
a C )  and add the following : 
4 additiona1 poems ( same li st as exercise #4 ) 
2 extra writing activities from list at end of the unit . 
at 1east one pi ece of creative writing of your own design. 
90% on unit test ( 95% if taken over ) 
NOw decide what grade you want to work for and write out 
your intentions for me to see and approve�� 
13. 
(80--89) 
(90--100) 
� -� -- -- -- - - -� -� 
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Unit I - -
Imagine for dessert you had a· three-layered nut-and-cream­
covered hot fudge sundae. Perhaps someone asks what i s  was 
like . Or you are swimming in fresh , clear, cool water and 
someone from th e shore calls out,  ns:ow does it feel? " Or a 
fri end asks you� What Drama Club i s  like,  or playing b$seball , 
or marching in the band. How do you communicate these ex­
periences? 
First , forget all the adj ectives you had lined up � fan­
tastic , incredible, terrific and so on. Th ey don• t describe 
anything. There i s  only one way really tor you to communi cate 
to the oth er person what your experience feel s  like : by using 
a number of sharp, clear experi ences that resemble the ex­
perience you are trying to describe ,  and saying that this 
experience i s  a combination o f  tho se. 
In oth er words, you must search for words that will 
paint a picture in your fri end ' s mind , or leave a tast e in 
your fri end ' s mouth . You will want to use Imagery 
i s  language that allows the reader (or li stener) to see , to 
hear, to touch ,  to smell , ·to taste th e obj ect or experi ence 
you are trying to shuw. (We o ften think of imagery as 
applying to the sense of sight,  but actually imagery involves 
all the senses. ) Wh en you use imagery , you something, 
instead of TELLING ABOUT it.  
Imagerz 
imagery. 
Example : 
TELLING 
My lunch was good. 
My girlfri end is cute.  
Winter is cold . 
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SHOWING 
My lunch consi sted o f  a pizza thi ck 
with tQmato sauce ,  melted chees e ,  
pepperoni and mushrooms o n  a thin 
crunchy crust .  
My girlfri end has shoulder length 
blonde hair, sh iny and straight. Her 
eyes are clear blue. Her no se i s  
small and delicate ;  dimples�accent 
h er mouth. 
Winter brings icicles clinging to 
th e outside of my bedroom window, 
fro sting the glass like down on a 
duck. 
You may ask ,  "What ' s  the difference? 11 If  you really want to 
communicate to your friend what an obj ect or experi ence or 
person is really like so that your fri end can see, hear, 
touch , tast e ,  or smell, th en imagery i s  the only way to do 
i t .  Telling about will not communicate the experi ence to 
your friend in the same way as showing. Imagery allows your 
fri end to �· And feeling i s  What po etry i s  all about. 
(Another thing imagery does i s  that i t  allows your friend 
to make up h i s  mind for himself. You may say your girl­
fri end or boyfri end i s  cut e :  wi thout a description your 
friend can imagine anything h e  likes. When you use words 
that allow your fri end to see for himself, then h e  can ddcide 
for himself if your girlfri end or bo�fri end i s  really cute , 
according to what 11cut en m.eans to him or h er. ) Th e  key to 
imagery i s  When I say my lunch i s  good, you can 
imagine anything you want , and it  i s  likely you do not start 
FEELING. 
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to salivate. If I describe my lunch so that you can see , 
smell, and taste it , then it is  pos�ible for you to FEEL. 
If you �re hungry and like that food, you may feel saliva 
in your mo�th . If you are stuffe� and hate pizza, you 
may feel nauseated l t  In any ease,  imagery allows the 
reader to feel. Imagery communicates in a different way than 
-
telling about something. 
For additional informat ion about imagery you may want to 
check in some books.  Listed below are the titles of  some 
books that contain information and examples about imagery. 
Adventures in pp. 289-193 . 
Sound pp. 
to pp. 57-77. 
Short Stories, pp. 
ExereJ;se Review 
1 .  What is imagery? 
2 . What is the difference between language that " shows" and 
language that "tells about" something? 
3 .  Write your own example of  "showing" and "telling about" 
the same thing. 
4. When is it important for people to use imagery? 
5. What purpose does imagery serve for a poet? 
Exercise 
Part I :  Distinguish the following passages as primarily ' SHOWING or TELLING. 
1 .  The classroom was in complete di sarray, 
Appreo1at1on, 
and Sense, 45-52. 
Beowulf Beatles, 
Wr1t1nf Incredibly Plazs, Poems, 14 -156. 
9.uestions 
#2 
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2 .  The sold�er staggered into the room and. bowed politely. 
3 .  On both sides of th e trail , broken husks of wagons and 
the bleached bones of the oxen which had pulled them lay 
abandoned. 
4. The sky was bright red. 
5. My mother was furious with me t 
6 .  The wings of the butterfly were dotted with blue and 
yelaow eyes and lined with black. 
1 .  The bug was ugly. 
8 .  He really does know how to dress l 
9 .  What a different world I knew from that o f  my ances­
tors l 
Part II : Underline the images in the follo•ing passages .  
A grimy little door a t  the very top o f  the stairs stood 
ajar. A very poor-looking room about t en paces long was 
lighted by a candle-end ; the whole of it  was visible from 
the entrance .  It was all in di sorder,  littered up with 
rags of all sort s,  especially children ' s  garments . Across 
the furth est corner was stretched a ragged sheet. Behind 
i t  probably was the bed. There was nothing in the room 
except two chairs and a so fa covered with American leather, 
full of holes ,  before which stood an old deal kit chen table 
unpainted and uncovered . At the e�ge of the table stood a 
smouldering tallow-candle in an iron candlestick. 
( From Crime and 
Dogs o ften wander into th e  classrooms at �chools , and always 
cause an uproar. Kids cannot contain themselves wh en dogs 
appear in the midst o f  Egypt lesson, for what reason no one 
seems to know. - Why couldn ' t  they , the kids.  just let the 
dog be in the class, wandering around , sni ffing here and 
licking a few hands there, quietly , moseying about in the 
style of dogs while the class continued with the most im­
portant part of the lesson about Egypt? But no , they can ' t .  
They got to rush the dog, they got to pick h im up and drop 
him, they got to offer the dog candy and pi eces of sandwich , 
they got to�,·yell and scream and aot like they never saw 
Pun1 shmen t ) 
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any dog before in their whole lives. 
( from How to Survive in Your Native 
L!ncoln Park in the center of  town may once have been as 
inviting and pleasaat as the square around a rural county 
courthouse, but all of that is  changed today. Whether it ' s  
because there are too many peop�e for the little space, 
because people are too careless,  or because taxes no longer 
will support the care that such a park requires , Lincoln 
Park has changed. It ' s  no longer inviting. It • s  no longer 
safe. It • s  no longer cmmfortable. It ' s  crowded, dirty, 
littered, and dangerous. 
( from American 
The red sun sinks low 
Beyond a dead tree clutching 
An old eagle ' s  nest . 
Boncho 
A cautious crow clings 
To a bare bough , silently 
Watching the sun set . 
Basho 
EXercise own 
Try as many as you like: minimum is  two. Compare your images 
with those o f  o ther people in the class .  
On a separate sheet of  paper, try making two images o f  your 
own. Use one of the topics below or one of your own. Write 
your images so your reader can n see" them. Don' t tell about, 
SHOWl Put your images in three lines like the poems in 
exerci se #2 , if  you want to . 
a worm on a sidewalk 
a spring rain 
moving dark clouds 
spring flowers 
buds on a tree 
a sunrise 
a broken window 
lightning 
confetti in the air 
fireworks 
your own choice 
land) 
Chronicle) 
~~~~j#._.J Writing your images 
Ex:ercise 
Read five o f  the poems from the two li sts below. 
po em answer the following questions. 
1 )  Make a list o f  the images in the poem. 
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For each -
2 )  Does the imagery appeal to ore than one sense? 
Which senses does the imagery appeal to? 
3 )  Why did the poet use those images ; what i s  he 
trying to communicate to you? 
Poems from the book Man in the Poetic Mode 
"Harlem" p. 5 
" River Apples" p .  25  
"Evans" p.  26 
11The Market Man" p. 29 
"The Old Pilot" p. 35 
11Rand in Clasped Hand" p.  4.5 
"Memory" p .  74 
11L1nes . Writuen in Time of Peace" p .  89  
" Boot Cellar" p .  101  
Po ems from the book Some Don' t Even Have Needle 
11 From a 1 9th Century Kansas Painter ' s  Notebook11 p. 36 
" Corner" p .  39 
nFast Run in the Junkyard" p. 43 
"Two Friends" p. 59 
"Traveling Through the Iark" p. 72 
"The Man in the Dead Machine" p .  96 
nsundayn p. 101 
nL1esn p.  1 06 
non Hardscrabble Mountain" p .  107 
11The Coming of the Plague" p.  109 
Exerci se Touch 
Your classroom i s  a laboratory. It contains literally 
Shephard and Alan Coman , editors , Lives 
( Evanston, Illinois : McDougal , L1ttel and 
p.  68 . 
(' 
#4 
Haystacks 
#5 Inventory! 
!Ronald 
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dozens of different kinds of  substances. You can feel the 
differences among them. 
Working in teams of two or three people, make an inventory 
of  your sense impressions.  Each team must complete at 
least eight of the following ten activities and should end 
with at least forty different words.  You may use dictionaries ,  
thesauruses, dictionaries of  antonyms and synonyms. Make an 
effort to use words whioh really describe WHAT IT FEELS LIKE. 
Example : 1 .  Put your hand in water running from a faucet. 
Describe the feel of the water on your hand. 
( 5  words ) 
Ready? Go t  
a )  wet 
b )  comforting 
n )  smooth 
d )  silky 
e )  refreshing 
1 .  Place your hand on the floor at least 30 seconds. How 
does the floor feel to your hand? ( 5  words ) 
2.  How does the floor feel to your bare feet? (Take off 
your shoes and socks and try it t ) ( 5  words ) 
3 .  Imagine that the floor is  a living substance. How would 
your foot feel to i t? ( 5  words)  
4. Go to a window. Feel the window pane with the back of  
your hand. Describe the feel of  the glass. (5  words ) 
5. Go to the classroom door and grasp the door knob. Describe 
what it makes you think of  or how it makes you feel. 
( 5  words ) 
6 .  Go to the blackboard. Rub it with your hand. Feel the 
chalk. Feel the board eraser. Describe the different 
textures of  these three obj ects.  ( 5  words total ) 
7 .  Find 5 different kinds of  hair. 
that you examine,  try to find a 
of  it alone. ( This  exercise is  
anyone--if you think you might , 
exerci se instead. ) 
For each person 1 s hair 
word to describe the feel 
not intended to insult 
forget it.  Pick another 
8 .  Look for 5 kinds of garmeats in the room. Examine the 
material of  each closely. Write 5 different words to 
describe their textures.  
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9 .  Go to the fireplace. Feel the bri�s. (5  words ) 
1 0 .  Go to a desk. Rub your hand acro ss the surface .  ( 5  
words. )  
Now compare your li st with o ther classmates ( or litts 
from the teacher ) .  
Seeing is a highly sel ect ive process . Each of us sees from 
h i s  own point of �w and each of us t ends to assume that 
o th ers see things as we do (or at least we believe that they 
ough t  to ) . Keep in mind when you are trying to show an 
obj ect , a place , or an experience--your reader will see what 
you allow him to see. 
If I asked you to go look out the classroom window for about 
30 seconds you woulu see various things. Many things you 
would not notice. You probably would not no tice the garbage 
cans. But what if you were a custodian? When you looked 
out the window, what would you mo st likely see if you were : 
the school principal 
a student wanting to skip out 
a custodian 
depressed 
a nurse 
a car 'salesman 
Th e  rest of thi s  lesson will be completed wi th slides in 
class on Tuesday, April 29. Make a spec�l effort to be 
present . If you are absent that day, I will give you an 
alternate lesson to complete this part of the sight 
inventory . 
Exerci se Concret e and Abstract Nouns2 
A noun names an obj ect that can be perceived 
by the senses. Wh en we hear or read a concrete noun like 
"dog" we can vi sualize what it refers to quite easily . But 
2Ronald Shephard and Alan Coman, editors , Lives 
( Evanston, Illinois : McDougal , Littel and Company ,  
p. 52. 
Ex.erc1se #6 S1ght tnventor1 
#7 
concrete 
-
Ian5ua.5e __
1975). 
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abstract nouns have less definite referents ,  things the 
word refers to . An abstract noun names a quality that an 
obj ect can have but cann�e detach ed so that it has a 
separate exi stence from that obj ect. Fbr instance ,  the 
abstract noun "happiness" do es not have a referent that we 
can vi sualize ; it do es not name something that we can see or 
hear or feel or touch . It do es not have an independent 
existence.  Someone or something has to be happy if "happi­
ness" is to exi st . Once we make the connection between an 
abstract noun and a concrete one , then we can easily vi sualize 
the result : "Happiness i s  a warm puppy. " Concrete nouns are 
more forceful than abstzact nouns . 
Abstract words are essential to our language. We need 
words like "happiness , " 11beauty , "  "honor, u ntruth , " "good­
ness , " nglory , u "fear , " "hope , "  "love, " But we have to 
exerci se restraint in using them in our writing. Because 
abstract nouns are not specific 11picture-making" words , they 
are not preci se. T.he overuse of them makes for vagueness 
and fuzziness in our writing. Consider, for example ,  the 
following sentence : 
Obj ective considerat ion o f  th e achi evement wit­
nessed here today compels the conclusion that 
po sterity will remember with pride and honor the 
glory that has accrued to our nation. 
Does it make sense to you after the first reading? Does i t  
paint a vivid picture i n  your mind ' s  eye? Would thi s  state­
ment live on as a memorable quotation? What makes .it so 
obscure? This statement could have been made by Neil Arm­
strong when he landed on the:tm10on. Fbrtunately i t  wasn ' t .  
What did he say. Why was his statement so much better than 
the one quoted above? 
Some writers try to cover their lack o f  ideas by using 
vague , abstract nouns . There are , however , times when we 
must use abstract nouns . Consider, for example ,  th e following 
excerpt from John F. Kennedy ' s  inaugural address ( 1 961 ) :  
In the long h istory of the world, only a few 
generations have been granted the role of 
defending freedom in its hour of maximum 
danger. I do not shrink from th i s  responsi­
bility ; I welcome it.  I do not believe that 
any of us would exchange places with any 
o th er people or any other generation. Th e  
energy, th e  faith , the devotion which we 
bring to thi s  endeavor will light our 
country and all who serve it , and· the glow 
that 
from that fire ean truly light the world. 
And so , my fellow Ameri cans , ask not what 
your country can do for you; ask what you 
ean do for your country. 
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1 .  List the abstract nouns that John Kennedy has used in 
thi s  passage.  ( You may underline. ) 
2 .  Why are they more sui table in'l�his si tua.tion than cor­
responding concrete nouns? 
) .  Fbr what specific kinds of writing (and speaking ) would 
the use of abstract terms be more appropriate? 
Exercise Concrete and Abstract Nouns 
In each of the following exerci ses an abstract sentence 
i s  left unfini shed. In your answers ,  fini sh each- sent ence 
using concrete words or phrases. Each unfini sh e& �entence 
should call to your mind many different ideas or images .  
Use words and phrases that say exactly what you mean. 
Detailed and concret e words and phrases make the most 
successful images.  
Freedom is  • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 5  image s )  
Loneliness i s  • • • • • • • • • •  
Happiness i s  • • • • • • • • • • • 
Spring i s  • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Peace i s  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Fear i s  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
.An.ger i s  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Jealousy i s  • • • • • • • • • • • •  
Example : 
Happiness i s  walking barefoot in a fi eld of fresh green 
clover, smelling the olean summer air and feeling the 
hot summer sun. 
#2 
interesting and 
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Exerci se General and Nouns3 
Mo st people have experi enced th e frustrating problem 
o f  wanting to say or write down an idea , but n�t being able 
to find exactly the word they are looking for to express that 
idea : " I  know what I want to say, but • • •  " Many people , 
as a result o f  thi s  dilemma , tend to overuse words like '' thing" 
to express a vari ety of ideas. People who do not know the 
names of specifi c  i t ems tend to use meaningless nouns. Con­
sider , for instance ,  th e drive���o uses nouns like " thing­
umajig,  n "whatchams.calli t ,  n "doodad , " "what •a t •  s-name" 
when trying to describe to a mechani c the troubl e with the 
family car. As nouns , th ese words are useless because th ey 
do not name or refer to anything specific.  
Th e  noun "Mona. Li sa, " for instance ,  refers to one parti­
cular obj ect--a painting by Leonardo daVinci .  We say the 
"tiona Lisa" i s  a noun because it  has only one referent . 
But th e noun "painting" i s  more general than "Mona Lisa. 11 
It has many referents and can be used to refer to a vas t  
number of works • .  Consequently, w e  call "painting" a 
noun. Proper nouns , like "Mona Li sa , " are th e mo st 
nouns in our language. 
Although we use the t erms general and specific to refer 
to nouns , we cannot absolutely s eparate all the nouns in our 
language into ei th er of these categori es. It i s  a matter of 
We say that some nouns are more or more 
general than o th ers . 
For example :  � 
� 
animal 
quadruped 
dog 
collie 
lassi e 
Arrange the following words in order from the mo st general 
to the most speci fi c :  
mile , American citizen ,  F. D. Roo sevelt , Democrat , 
human, u. s.  President , politician 
Try making your own language ladders for each of the 
following words . 1'he words may o ccur anywhere on the ladder. 
Make your ladders as long as you wi sh , but be sure that each 
i s  at least five words long. 
3Bonald Shephard and Alan Coman , p .  so . 
#8 Specific 
specific 
much 
degree. 
general 
specific 
speo1:f'1c 
general 
specr?ic 
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creature doctor buzzard 
thing automobile school 
Huckleberry Finn musician girl 
Concentrate on using spe4ific nouns in your own 
writing. Obviously there i s  no "rule" that says the spe­
cific  noun is  always better than the general. It depends 
on th e nature of the piece of  writing. Writing can be too 
specifi c : an excess of details and proper nouns can create 
a boring and cluttered impression. But mo st inexperienced 
writers tend to use words that are flabby and imprecise. 
One remedy for thi s  problem is to concentrate on being as 
specifi c  as possible in your writing.  
Rewrite the following sentences using specific nouns to re­
place the general nouns. 
1 .  I washed the clothes. 
2 .  I see the car. 
3 .  He ate the sandWich. 
4. The boy climbed the tree. 
Exercise Verbs in Your 
We have seen the ·importance o f  using concrete and 
specifi c  nouns in our everyday writing. But forceful and 
vigorous nouns alone are not enough : they must be combined 
with the right verb, or their effect will be lost. 
A verb is  a valuable tool in helping you construct 
any piec.e of  writing. Develop the habit of  t�,uestioning. the 
verbs you use in your own writing.  Consider the following 
example. You are describing for your school newspaper the 
recent appearance o f  a popular singing star. \ You write,  
" She went on stage as the band played her theme song. " 
Is the verb "went" really effective? Does it  convey any 
information other than the fact that she went through some 
physical movements which resulted in her presence on stage? 
Does it create a picture for your reader in his 11mind ' s eye"?  
Why are the following alternatives preferable? 
4Ronald Shephard and Alan Coman, p. · 57.  
Wr1t1ni;4 
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Dull Vivid -
She � on stage She glided on stage 
floated 
stumbled 
raced 
weaved 
pranced 
bounced 
slithered 
Complete the following activiti es. 
I .  Imagine that you are a junior reporter for a newspaper. 
Your editor decides that your wri ting i s  rather dull. 
He suggests that you learn how to use vivid verbs as a 
possible way of inj ecting some fresh blood into your 
tired pro se .  He gives you the following li st of synonyms 
of common verbs and asks you to write one sentence for 
each . ( If you are not sure of the meaning of any word , 
check it in a good dictionary. ) 
RUN : 
SHOUT : 
WALK : 
sprint , bound , gallop ,  spurt , rush , dart , 
bolt ,  scamper, hasten, scurry 
call , yell , bellow, roar, scream, shri ek , 
screech , exclaim 
stroll , saunter, shuffle, stride , trudge , 
lumber,  strut , mince ,  flounce ,  amble 
II. In the following activity you are presented with various 
writing situat ions. In each case you are given the 
necessary details and suppli ed with a po int of vi ew. 
An example sentence containing a dull , colorless verb 
i s  present ed. Write three improved sentences for ea.oh 
example using more vigorous , colorful verbs . 
Example :  You are attending a party wi th your class­
mat es. A girl whom you di slike ent ers as 
i f  sh e expects deafening applause . 
Dull : 
Improved : 
Stella came into the room. 
St ella slith ered into the room. 
Stella pranced into th e room. 
Stella glided into the room. 
1 .  You are attending an excit ing ho okey game and are 
amazed at the speed of one o f  the players . 
Dull : Dave Keon the length of the ice.  
Improved : 
skated 
(three) 
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2 .  You are li stening to your ex-girlfri end ' s  reactions 
after you have just told her that you have a new 
girlfri end. You are not sympatheti c .  
Dull : She was very loudly. 
Improved : (Three 
3. You wake up one morning feeling very happy. The sun 
i s  shining brightly through your window and the smell 
of spring i s  in the air. You hear the robins out side . 
Dull : The robins were 
Improved : ( Three,----
4. You have been summoned to the principal ' s  o ffice to 
explain your frequent absences from school .  · 
Dull : The to me . 
Improved : ( three ) 
III. Wheth er or not you are a sports fan, you have surely 
h eard a radio or TV sport s  announcer giving the scores 
of the games played that night . To avo id simply reading 
a long dull list of score s , $announcers often try to 
use more vivid verbs than beat or defeated. Fbr example ,  
instead of saying ,  11The Red"Wings th e Bruins 8-2 , 11 
th ey might say , 11Th e  Red Wings trounced th e Bruins 
IV. 
8-2 . "  If the Blues beat the Flyers by a clo se score 
of 3-2 ,  they might say that the Blues edged out the 
Flyers 3-2 .  Imagine that you are an imaginative sports 
announcer who has th e following li st of hockey scores 
to read. Use a variety of verbs to report these scores. 
Make use pf your thesaurus if necessary. 
Read 
used 
Maple Leafs 12 Kings 2 
Bruins J Hangers 2 
North Stars 0 Seals 0 
canadians 8 Flyers 0 
Black Hawks � Sabres 2 Red Wings Blues 4 
ca.nucks 1 Penguins 1 
th e following poems . Make a li st of 
in these poems . 
"The Double Playn p .  36 , Man 
"Hazardous Occupations" p . 'li4. � 
"The Passer11 p .  77. 
the verbs 
l 
r 
singing. 
pr1nc1paL~ ~-poke 
beat 
Haystacks 
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Exerci se 
This exerci se must be fini shed no lat er than Monday , 
April 28 , at the beginning o f  class. 
Choo se any place away from school that you would like. 
Go to that place with paper and pencil. Fbr fifteen minutes 
write down what you hear ,  see , and smell there . Think of 
what you write as notes for yourself later. T.aese notes 
will not be graded but you will need them for anoth er as­
signment . Bring them to class .  Don' t worry about spelling 
or correct sentences in these notes ; writ e  in whatever way 
allows you to capture on paper what you observe at that 
place. You may also include your thoughts and feelings 
about what you observe . You may also want to way what 
thtngs look, sound, or smell like. Remember--1 5 minutes 
only. 
Exercise 
This exercise must be fini shed no lat er than Monday , 
May 5 ,  at the beginning o f  class.  
Do as you did in your first " sensory recording , " but 
thts time change either the time or the place . If you went 
to an indoor place before , go somewhere .outdoors now� If 
you went to an active place, go now to a still place. If 
there were no people wh ere you went before, go where there 
will be people. or you may return to the same place you 
went before , but go at a very different time of day , or when 
th e weather i s  very different. Remember that you are to 
take notes of what you observe, see, hear, and smell and 
o f  what thoughts and feelings you may have about what you 
observe. If you have found a better way of taking notes 
since last time, use the new way. Again t ime yourself--
1 5  minutes only. 
� 1 Extra Activities 
1 .  Describe some ordinary object--a coin or a piece of 
5James Moff ett , A Student- Centered Arts CUr­
r1uulum, Grades K-U : -A for 
6 � • •  p. 1 88 .  
_________ #_1_0 Sensory Record1ng5 
~-------#_1_1 Sensory Record1ng6 
Imagery: 
Langua5e Handboo_k ______ T,....eachers T13ostcin:~ 
Houghton Mifflin-Company, 1968), ~187. 
- - ---a -- .______ _ 
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fruit ,  or anything you want . Not e  the shape ,  color,  
smell , and other characteri stics.  Avoid general , abstract 
nouns . Use specifi c ,  concrete words to " shown the obj ect . 
2 .  Take the same obj ect in activi ty #1 . Let ' s  say you cho se 
your bike.  Now describe that obj ect through the eyes 
of someone else--perhaps a young boy who would like to ow.n 
a bike like yours , or an old man who remembers bike riding 
in hi s �th--or a tough hood who wants to steal your bike. 
How would one of tho se persons describe your bike? (or 
any o th er obj ect you cho se ) Try to show the di fferent 
feelings of the person. Again use speci fi c ,  concrete 
imagery. 
J .  Play some music,  without lyri c s ,  that means a great deal 
to you. Jot down images that come into your mind while 
li stening to the musi c.  
4. While musi c  i s  playing, answer th e question ,  "What am I?"  
( It i s  not necessary to  use music wi th thi s  exerci s � ,  but 
music may h elp enri ch your imagination. ) 
5 . Record a dream ( or any number of driams ) as preci sely as 
you can remember. If you can remember a dream from the 
past,  writ e  it out . Li st th e images contained 1n the 
dr�m. 
6.  Describe a frightening experi ence .  Use imagery s o  that 
your reader can see , h ear, smell . Remember imagery will 
�llow your reader to feel th e fright .  
7 .  Take an experience that you remember very well from your 
past.  Try to describe that experi ence .  
8 .  Describe the mo st horrible meal you can think o f .  Use 
words to picture the food , the s�ell , the texture . 
9 .  Imagine a monster i s  preparing to attack you. What do es 
he look like? smell like? sound like? Describe his 
movements .  
1 0 .  Describe your favorite sport . Use images .  
1 1 .  You are shopping. You see an out fi t  that you must have t l 
Why?. What do es i t  look like? feel like? What would 
you look like in that outfit?  
12.  Describe th e ocean. 
1 3. Describe the car you would like to own someday. 
14. Practice wri ting images of your own. 
